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large-scale coherent structures.
An analytical model was developed to study the effect of the turbulent jet flow

field on the wall pressure and vibratory motion of the duct wall. Based on flow field
measurements, the blocked surface pressure was calculated using Lighthill's method, and
then used to drive the fluid-filled shell. The wall pressure and pipe wall acceleration
were determined by solving the coupled fluid-solid interaction problem. The wall
pressure was obtained by summing the blocked surface pressure and the pressure due to
the wall vibration. An amplitude modulated convecting wave field was used to simulate
the moving acoustic sources of the jet. The random nature of the turbulent jet was
incorporated into the analytical model. Specifically, the acoustic pressure was assumed
to result from hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations, which are uncorrelated in the radial
direction, but are correlated in the axial direction near the jet exit.

Analytical and experimental results for wall pressure and acceleration then were
compared for a wide range of parameters of interest. Results from comparisons showed
reasonably good agreement.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Overview

It is well known that sound is generated from pressure fluctuations

in a fluid medium. The turbulent shear in wall-bounded flows is usually

associated with intense pressure fluctuations that result in high

acoustic radiation. Specific examples of flow processes that have

attracted a great deal of attention are turbulent jet fX'ws, flow

through restrictors, flow over cavities, wakes, turbulent boundary layer

flows, cavitating flows, and unsteady flows.

Turbulent flow with structural interaction, commonly known as

the flow-induced noise problem, is complex and has been the subject of

acoustic research in recent decades. Previous studies of flow-induced

noise and vibration have been both analytical and experimental in

nature. The analytical formulation of the problem is based on the laws

of physics, such as conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. With

reasonable assumptions, certain simple problems can be solved

analytically. In recent years, with the advances in the speed and mass

storage capabilities of computers, some flow-induced noise problems have

been simulated or solved numerically with some success. However, for

most practical problems, the flow is complex and the geometry is

difficult to describe. In these cases, an experimental approach has to

be employed.

The subject of flow-induced noise and vibration involves the

simultaneous study of fluid dynamics, vibration, and acoustics. Thus,

typical flow-induced noise problems are associated with the generation

of turbulence, the unsteadiness of fluid motions, and the interaction

- .i x



with the structures and the sound field.

In general, flow-induced noise is caused by the quadrupole

character of the turbulent boundary layer fluctuations which is often

referred to as "pseudo sound." Although the pseudo sound is a

near-field phenomenon, it has a strong influence on neighboring

structures. Flexible structures, such as thin shells, cylincers, and

V plates, can be set into vibration by these local pressure fluctuations.

Sound waves are then generated that propagate over long distances and

can be observed in the far field as "flow-induced noise or sound." The
.4

near-field flow-induced noise phenomenon due to turbulent jet flows in a

pipe is the scope of this study.
V,

2. Statement of the Problem

This study deals with the internal sound field and vibratory

response of the pipe wall generated by the turbulence of confined Jets

in a pipe. The specific objectives are to: (1) Investigate and

characterize the noise generating mechanisms of the confined jet mixing;

(2) Determine the noise source strength of confined Jets with various

configurations and area ratios, as well as orifice plate thickness and

sharpness; (3) Develop analytical model to study the effect of the

turbulent jet flow field on wall pressure and vibratory motion of the

duct wall; (4) Verify the analytical model with experimental data. This

investigation is limited to the study of water jet flow in a thick-wall

S Oelastic pipe with the jet operated at constant speed.

This investigation focuses primarily on the understanding of pipingI system noise. Turbulence-generated noise due to high velocity flow

through valves and restrictors has been identified as one of the major

noise contributors in submarines and industrial piping systems. To
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predict and reduce piping system noise, a better understanding of the

noise generating mechanisms and their interaction with the flow field

and neighboring structures is needed. The noise characteristics of flow

through valves and restrictors with air, steam, and gases have been

i studied quite extensively. However, studies of the noise

characteristics of water flow through valves and regulators have been

limited, and the understanding of flow-induced noise is far from

satisfactory. To some extent, the noise of cavitating jets has been

investigated from the considerations of hydrodynamic performance and

structural fatigue, but less so from the flow-induced noise point of

view. Some other flow-related issues that have some relevance to this

study are: the flow performance or measurement accuracy of orifice flow

meters, arterial stenosis - the flow of blood in the vicinity of a

restriction in the arteries, and the performance of jet pumps.

The approach to this confined jet flow-induced noise problem can be

represented by the block diagram shown in figure 1-1. For discussion

purposes, the diagram is divided into two tasks - the experimental study

and theoretical development or noise modeling. The experimental study

focuses on the characterization of flow-induced noise of confined jets

and acquisition of flow and acoustic data for numerical calculations and

0 comparisons. The theoretical development deals with the formulation of

wall pressure and acceleration predictions.

0 3. Organization of Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter I contains the

introductory material, i.e., an overview of this study and a statement

of the problem. A literature review in the specific areas relating to

this study is presented in chapter 2. The areas include: flow and

3
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-• acoustic characteristics of free-jet and external flows, shell

vibration, flow and acoustic measurements, coherent structures, and

confined jet flow-induced noise. Chapter 3 describes the theoretical

-P% development. It starts with the formulation of near-field pressure Cue

to the turbulent jet flow field, fluid-coupled shell vibration with jet

excitation source, and total wall pressure evaluation from a

deterministic point of view, then followed by the development based on a

statistical approach. Lastly, a special case for the confined jet is

presented. Experimental setups, test facilities, test program, test

configurations, flow and acoustic instrumentation are described in

chapter 4. Experimental results - which include discussions of flow,

i. wall pressure, and acceleration measurements, effects of area ratio,

plate thickness, and a measurement accuracy summary are presented in

chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents and discusses numerical results of the

wall pressure and pipe wall acceleration of confined jet flows. It also

contains results from the numerical calculations and comparisons with

the experimental data. Conclusions and recommendations are contained in

chapter 7. Background material, such as the formulation of the

blocked excitation pressure for the calcuation of pipe wall response, a

list of experimental equipment, a brief discussion of the laser Doppler

0 velocimeter (LDV) data acquistion and reduction, and a summary of flow

calculations using the K and c model, are included in the appendixes. A

complete bibliography follows the appendixes.

L.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review in this chapter is divided into five

sections, each of which covers a topic that ir closely related to

confined jet flow-induced noise. The five sections are:

1. Flow and acoustic characteristics of free-jet and external flows

2. Shell vibration

3. Flow and acoustic measurements

4. Coherent structures

5. Confined jet flow-induced noise.

1. Flow and Acoustic Characteristics of Free-Jet and External Flows

Aerodynamically generated sound from the mixing of a free turbulent

jet was first formulated by Lighthill (1952), and subsequently refined

and extended by Ffowcs Williams (1963), Ribner (1964), and many others.

Lighthill postulated that turbulent shear stresses act as a source of

sound. He derived an inhomogeneous wave equation by combining the

continuity and momentum equations. He concluded that jet noise is

related to the jet velocity and its velocity fluctuations, the so-called

Reynolds stresses.

Davies et al. (1963) presented the noise characteristics of a

cold-air jet and related the noise to the tu.bulence characteristics.

Measurements of fluctuating turbulent stresses in the mixing layer of

the jets were conducted by Bradshaw (1964), Jones (1969), and Laufer

(1973) using hot-wire anemometry. Recently, the flow field of

turbulent jets and its fluctuating stresses were measured by Johnson and

Bennett (1981), and Ahuja et al. (1985) using a laser Doppler
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velocimeter. Even with the advances in flow field measurement and

* instrumentation, accurate description of the Reynolds stresses still

poses a challenge to the experimenters.

Numachi et al. (1960) investigated the effects of cavitation on the

erecharge coefficient of a sharp-edged orifice plate with reference to

v ious degrees of cavitation. Experimental data substantiated the fact

,hat cavitation can exist to a minimum cavitation number of 0.2. In

addition, it was found that the use of air-inhalation to suppress the

noise and vibration from the cavitation has no effect on the discharge

coefficient. Oba et al. (1978) studied the effect of polymer on a

cavitating jet and found that polymer can shift the peak in acoustic

energy between 100 Hz and 20 kHz. Flow characteristics of water jets

were investigated by Krothapa'li et al. (1981) using hot-wire

aiiemomet5-y. In their report, flow field data were presented for

rectangular znd multiple jets.

Turbulence-generated noise (or flow noise) due to external flows,

and its interaction with structures has been studied quite extensively

since the 1960s. Analytical and experimental studies on external flow

noise have been conducted by Willmarth (1962), Bradshaw (1965), Cor -s

(1967), Kline (1967), Maidanik (1967), Haddle and Skudrzyk (1969),

Ffowcs Williams (1982), Chase (1986), and many others; however, the

understanding of flow noise and its interaction with structures is still

far from satisfactory.

Meecham and Ford (1958) showed that the self-noise power spectrum

is proportional to w-"M 2 5  at high frequencies, where w is the

frequency and M is the Mach number. The spectrum at the high-frequency

end is universal and is independent of the details of the driving

mechanism. At low frequencies, the spectrum is proportional to WM
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and it depends on the distribution and decay of large-scale eddies.

Experimental investigation of the effect of a flexible wall on

boundary noise was conducted by Dinkelacker (1966); however, his results

were inconclusive. Haddle and Skudrzyk (1969) measured the flow noise

of a torpedo-shaped body and concluded that direct radiation from the

turbulence was the dominant noise mechanism. Dowling (1983) extended

Lighthill's theory and studied turbulent boundary layer noise over a

flexible surface. Wall pressure spectra were calculated using Green's

function and assuming isotropic turbulence. Li (1986) analyzed the

mechanical and flow-induced vibrations on plates and cylindrical shells

in a dense fluid. A brief but rather good review and discussion of the

flow noise problem is given by Rijnja (1981).

2. Shell Vibration

Several excellent texts have been written on the shell vibration

problem. The text by Kraus (1967) is a classic on thin shell theory.

Leissa (1973) summarized natural frequencies and mode shapes of various

shells with complex configurations and boundary conditions. The

fluid-coupled shell vibration problem has been presented by Fahy (1985)

and Junger and Feit (1986).

Greenspon (1960) studied the dynamic behavior of an infinitely long

thick cylindrical shell surrounded by water. The shell was excited by

axially symmetric forces. A solution was obtained by coupling the

three-dimensional elasticity equations with fluid pressure in the

cylindrical shell. In his follow-on paper, Greenspon (1961) presented

the free and forced vibrations of infinitely long, thick and thin

cylindrical shells surrounded by water. Exact elasticity theory was

used to treat unpressurized shells, and an approximate shell theory was

8



F
employed to treat effects on static pressure of internal fluid and

structural damping.

Tang (1966) presented the steady-state response of an infinitely

long shell subjected to moving axisymmetric ring loads. The complex

Fourier transform was used to obtain the exact solution. Numerical

results for shells of Maxwell materials with various viscous damping

coefficients under various velocities of moving loads were given. Kumar

(1972) reported a theoretical study of the dispersion of axially

symmetric waves in empty and fluid-filled cylindrical shells of various

wall thickness. The analysis was based on the exact three-dimensional

equations of linear elasticity, and his findings present a measure for

the comparison of various shell theories.

Stepanishen (1982) presented an approach to evaluate the external

pressure field and vibratory response of a finite fluid-loaded

cylindrical shell. He combined a generalized Fourier series or in vacuo

eigenfunction expansion of the shell velocity field with a Green's

function and integral equation representation of the excitation.

General integral expressions were presented for the self-radiation and

i-teraction impedances. Numerical results were given for the acoustic

npedances as a function of mode shape and frequency.

Au-Yang (1986) reveived the hydrodynamic mass approach to the

solution of dynamic problems of the fluid-coupled shell. Simplified

equations for computing the hydrodynamic masses and subsequent solution

of the eigenvalue problem were presented. Methods of incorporating the

hydrodynamic mass concept into finite element structural analysis were

described.

The vibration of fluid-filled shell with line and monopole noise

sources was presented in a series of papers by Fuller (1981, 1982, 1983,

9
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1984, 1986). Fuller solved the fluid-coupled shell vibration problem

&" for an infinite pipe using the spectral equations of motion. Force

input mobilities and energy flow in the pipe were obtained for a thin

steel pipe with-various circumferential modes.

3. Flow and Acoustic Measurements
V.

Turbulent pipe flow is a classic problem and has been studied quite

extensively from the fluid dynamic and turbulence point of view. Laufer

(1952) provided a good data base on the velocity and velocity intensity

measurements of turbulent pipe flow. Extensive flow measurements were

conducted on the pipe and free jet using hot-wire anemometry during the

1950s, 1960s, 3nd 1970s.

Since the mid-1960s, much attention has been given to aircraft

engine noise problems. Subsequently, a large effort has been focused on

aircraft jet exhaust noise investigations. Analytical and experimental

studies were conducted by aircraft engine manufacturers and universities

on the aeroacoustic characteristics of free jets. Flow and acoustic

measurements of an air jet discharged to an open field have been

reported and they provide a good understanding of the noise-generation

and propagation processes.

* The use of a hot-wire for measurement of the turbulent jet flow

field has been reported by many, including Bradshav (1964), Jones
4-.. (1969), Kovasznay (1970), Laufer (1973), and Chan and Ko (1978). With

• the introduction of laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) in the early 1970s,

a wide spectrum of experimental investigations has been reported using

LDV for flow field measurements. Detailed discussions of the use of LDV

for flov measurements have been documented in texts by Drain (1980) and

Durst et al. (1981).
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In underwater acoustics, much emphasis has been focused on

submarine quieting and sonar performance since the end of World War II.

Accordingly, the flow-induced noise problem has become the subject of

extensive studies. Measurement of sound pressure in a turbulent flow

over the flat surface of a hydrophone has become one of the crucial

issues. The hyerophone senses the total pressure on its sensitive area

in which the maxima and minima of the pressure wave can cancel each

other. Hence, the hydrophone becomes sensitive only to pressures with

wavelengths that are longer than the linear dimension of its sensitive

area. For smaller wavelengths, its sensitivity gradually decreases.

Corcos (1967) introduced the hydrophone correction factor as the

ratio of the measured spectral density of the flov-induced noise to the

actual spectral density. Measurements of wall pressure under the

turbulent boundary layers, and the effects of hydrophone geometry on

noise were addressed by Willmarth and Wooldridge (1962), Haddle and

Skv,,rzyk (1969), Geib (1969), and Rijnja (1981). It has been reported

that rectangular or elliptical hydrophones are less sensitive to flow

noise if the largest cross-section is oriented in the direction of the

flow. Values for the hydrophone size correction were published by

Gilchrist and Strawderman (1965). Blake (1986) stated that for ax/U >

1.2, where d is the diameter of the pressure transducer, a hydrophone

correction must be applied. According to Rijnja (1981), to suppress the

flow-induced noise in hydrophones, it is desirable to employ hydrophones

that are larger than the largest wavelength that is likely to occur.

But, on the other hand, the hydrophone should be small relative to the

acoustic wavelength.

Haddle and Skudrzyk (1969) provided an excellent review on the

physics of flow noise and presented some data on the turbulent boundary

II



layer noise. The measurement of flow noise was conducted with a

rotating cylinder arrangement or the use of a torpedo-shaped body that

is released from the bottom of a deep lake, running upward by its own

buoyancy. Hydrophones were mounted in the nose and the sides of the

body, while the noise was recorded by built-in instrumentation.

Measurement of airborne noise in ducts has been conducted and

reported by Dyer (1958). Karvelis and Reethof (1977) had performed wall

pressure measurement in a duct with air flow and presented a method to

correlate the wall pressure signals. Kershen and Johnston (1981) used

the modal separation technique to quantify the airborne noise in a duct.

Farabee and Casarella (1986) reported the wall measurements beneath

a separated and reattached boundary layer for flow over forward and

backward steps. They showed that the maximum noise spectrum is found at

the reattachment point with a 6.0 ratio of axial location to step.

Keith and Tourish (1987) measured and quantified the fluctuating wall

pressure and mean velocity profiles for the turbulent boundary layer on

the top and bottom walls of a rectangular duct.

4. Coherent Structures

Orderly structures have long been observed in connection with the

instability of shear layers, such as ring vortices from a jet nozzle.

Since the early 1970s, there has been an upsurge of research activity in

the study of large-scale coherent structures related to turbulent shear
flows. It was speculated that these orderly or deterministic

large-scale structures play an important role in turbulence mixing and

its noise production. The large-scale structure is characterized by

.- coherent vorticities with length scales on the order of the width of the

mixing layer. The occurrence and significance of these large-scale

12
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coherent structures in jet flows were first recognized by Townsend

(1956) as "big eddies."

Subsequently, experimental studies related to the identification of

coherent structures via controlled excitation, and measurements of

coherent structure properties were conducted by Kovasznay (1970); Crow

* and Champagne (1971); Laufer, Kaplan and Chu (1973); Winant and Browand

(1974); and Hussain (1980). Crow and Champagne (1971), who used a

loudspeaker upstream of the nozzle to impose a periodic surging of

controllable frequency and amplitude at the exit, studied the response

downstream with hot-wire anemometry and Schlieren photography. They

discovered that surging amplifies the corresponding instability waves.

Winant and Browand (1974) pointed out that the growth of turbulent shear

flow is due to the pairing of coherent structures. A rather

comprehensive review of coherent structures is given by Roshko (1976).

Sarohia and Massier (1978) conducted experimental studies of

coherent structures on Jets and found the occurrence of coherent

structures at the first seven Jet diameters. Chan and Ko (1978)

observed the existence of coherent structures in the outer mixing layer

of an annular jet. Ho and Huang (1982) presented the vortex pairing and

merging of the mixing layer under the so-called "collective interaction"

process. Thomas and Bull (1983) studied the wall pressure in the

turbulent boundary layer and observed some sort of deterministic motion

of the large-scale structures. Recent analytical and experimental

studies of coherent structures in jets were documented by Long and Arndt

(1984), Ahuja and Blakney (1985), Lam and Ko (1986), Zaman (1986), and

Bennett et al. (1987).

Large-scale structures called puffs and slugs were found in the

transition region of pipe flow and were reported by Wygnanski (1973).

13
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Based on the experimental evidence and results of the coherent

structures, Liu (1974), Mankbadi and Liu (1981), and Acton (1980)

modeled the large eddies in a two-dimensional plane jet and an

axisymmetric jet, and their numerical results are consistent with many

features of the non-linear behavior observed experimentally.

Furthermore, Liu attempted to predict the noise characteristics of a

plane jet and his results were in good agreement with experimental data.

Abdallah (1984) studied the flow and pressure field of an arterial

stenosis and suggested that the flow field is dominated by the large-

scale structures near the exit of the jet. A comprehensive discussion
r4.

of coherent structures was held in the Second International Symposium on

Turbulent Shear Flows in 1979 and proceedings were documented by

Bradbury et al. (1980).

5. Confined Jet Flow-Induced Noise

Since the early 1970s, because of the concern with noise problems

in industrial plants, large efforts have been directed at the reduction

of piping system noise. Piping system noise due to valves and

regulators, and sound transmission loss through pipe walls have been

investigated by Clinch (1970), Walter (1979), Fagerlund (1979), Ng

(1980), Loh (1981), Norton and Bull (1984), and many others. The study

of piping system noise was limited to the decoupled problem by treating

the acoustic field and structural vibration independently. The

decoupled assumption is valid for the flow of air, steam and gases

through valves.

Clinch (1970) described the results of an analytical and

experimental investigation of the flow-induced vibrations of thin-walled

pipes by the passage of fully-developed turbulent water flow. Random

14
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vibration theory, similar to the acceptance theory developed b=Powell

(1958), was used to predict the response of thin-walled pipes to the

turbulent wall pressure field at high-order modes and frequencies.

Walter (1979) and Fagerlund (1979) presented methods to calculate the

pipe wall sound transmission loss. Walter utilized the deterministic

approach, whereas Fagerlund used statistical energy analysis. Both

* techniques showed good agreement with experimental data.

Loh (1981) and Ng (1980) investigated valve noise generation and

radiation experimentally and reported that airborne noise is related to

the flow velocity raised to the sixth power. Bull and Norton (1980)

studied the coincidence of the internal sound field with pipe structural

response. A comprehensive review of piping system noise was given by

Reethof (1978).

The acoustic characteristics of air jet flow in pipes has been

investigated by Stahl (1985,1986). He showed that turbulence
4"

fluctuations dominate in the region of flow separation downstream of an

orifice plate. The sound field of circular jets has been characterized

with a range of flow velocities and jet-to-pipe area ratios. He

reported that the wall pressure fluctuations are related to the velocity

to the fourth power.

. Abdallah (1984) investigated the distribution and statistical

characteristics of the wall pressure fluctuations and the velocity

fluctuations of a confined jet. The confined jet was produced by the

flow of water through a restriction, which was an attempt to simulate an

arterial stenosis. She related the near-field pressure to the turbulent

flov field of the jet by Poisson's equation, and she used the Green's

function to satisfy the boundary conditions on a cylindrical rigid

surface.

- 15
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CHAPTER 3

-THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Introduction

AThe physical problem under investigation is illustrated in figure

3-1. In general, a low-to-moderate flow approaches the flow restriction

in a pipe. A high-velocity jet is formed at the vena contracta

immediately downstream of the orifice plate. Near the orifice plate,

the jet is surrounded by a low velocity recirculation zone or reversed

flow region. Further downstream, the jet shear layer grows until it

reattaches to the pipe wall. As shown in the figure, the flow field can

be divided into two regions; namely, the recirculating or developing

region and the fully developed region. The developing region of the Jet

is the noise production area in which the flow and noise characteristics

are very similar to those of a free jet. In this region, the Jet mixing

noise is the dominant noise mechanism. However, the flow field can be

modified by the presence of the pipe wall, which can alter the noise

generation. As compared to a free jet, the confined jet differs

significantly in acoustic radiation, propagation, and fluid/structural

interaction processes.

The acoustic pressure at the wall in figure 3-1 is a superposition

of two components: a blocked surface pressure and a pressure due to the

induced vibration of the shell. The blocked surface pressure is defined

as the near-field pressure generated by the fluid on the pipe wall

surface, but with the surface rigid. This pressure is primarily due to

the near-field hydrodynamic component of the turbulent jet flow which is

0
% influenced by its small scale and large-scale or coherent structures.

Near the exit of the jet, coherent structures play an important role in

16
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turbulence mixing and noise production. Further downstream, the

activity of jet mixing decreases; the large-scale turbulence cascades to

fine scales, and the flow and acoustic characteristics approach that of

pipe flow.

A schematic of the Jet flow-induced noise model is shown in figure

3-2. In brief, the model is summarized as follows: Based on flow field

measurements, the blocked pressure is calculated using the Lighthill

method via the Poisson's equation. The blocked excitation pressure then

is used to drive the fluid-filled shell. The pipe wall acceleration and

the associated wall pressure are determined by solving the coupled fluid

solid interaction problem. Finally, the total wall pressure is obtained

by summing the blocked pressure and the pressure due to the wall

vibration.

In the following sections, the development of the analytical model

for the evaluation of pipe wall pressure and acceleration is presented.

First, the development of the expressions for wall pressure and shell

vibratory response based on a deterministic approach is introduced, then

followed by the development based on a statistical approach. Lastly, a

special case for the confined jets is discussed.

2. Near-Field Jet Noise and Blocked Surface Pressure

In this section, the equation relating the pressure fluctuations to

the fluctuations in momentum is derived. A solution of the equation

0i (Poisson's equation) is developed utilizing a Green's function method.

The equation for evaluating the pressure fluctuations or blocked surface

pressure is presented. This development is similar to that of Abdallah

(1984).

Consider the flow field of a turbulent jet as shown in figure 31
0 17
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The flow and pressure are governed by the conservation of mass and

momentum equations for incompressible fluids. The conservation of mass

is given by

au i/ax = 0 , (1)

and conservation of momentum by

,au.i aui  I ap a 2 u.
- + u.- . - (2)

t 3ax. P ax. ax ax."j 1 j J

where u and p are the instantaneous velocity and pressure, respectively.

By taking the divergence of equation (2) and applying the equation of

conservation of mass, equation (2) becomes

1 72 a2

- p uui  . (3)
P axaxj

In turbulent flow, the instantaneous velocity and pressure can be

written as the sum of the mean and fluctuating quantities, i.e.,

p P+ p',

uj = UI + u . (4)

By substituting equation (4) into equation (3) and averaging with

respect to time, the equation relating the fluctuating pressure and

0momentum can be written in the form of Poisson's equation, i.e.,

17'p, -M (5),. = -Mij ,

where

62

ij = - (ui'uj' - ui'u ' + 2UiuJ') •i axI axj

e, Here, the overbar denotes the time-averaged value. The fluctuating

pressure in equation (5) is the near-field pressure generated by the

. 18
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turbulent jet. It does not propagate as sound and thus is referred to

as "pseudo sound." Furthermore, the blocked surface pressure noted

earlier is equivalent to p- at the surface of the rigid wall (see figure

3-2).

To solve the Poisson's equation, a Green's function in cylindrical

coordinates G(re,x/r0 ,%ox 0 ) is constructed (see figure 3-3). The

Green's function represents the response at point (re,x) due to a unit

point source at (r0 o,oXo). The source term in equation (5) consists of

the pressure fluctuations or sources at (r 0 , x0 ). The solution of

Poisson's equation in terms of the Green's function can be interpreted

as the result of summing responses due to the distribution of source

fluctuations. This solution of Poisson's equation can be expressed as

p'(r,e,x) = Mtj G(r,O,x/r ,0 ,x ) dV

a000
V

- oG(rex/r0,90x 0 ) dS ,(6)
is8r

where G(r o o,x ) is the solution of the nonhomogeneous equation

: 1

V G 6(r 0  6(e eo) (x -x 0)
r

which satisfies the boundary condition aG/8r = 0 at the wall

.0. (i.e., r = D/2 ).

S.'- The Green's function G(r,,,x/ro0 ox) has been shown to be (see

Abdallah (1984))
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- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~FRUW FIN-nS ~W'W - lrawWrr~t 5,- r ~*.,, ,

G(rexlro'oxo) 9 , en Fn n 2 (r 'eo)
0 0 0 2_ 2 mn 0 0n=O m-1 -D& n n(m

.# (r,e)exp(-2E nX-xlI/D) (7)•.mn &nxx

where

f mn (r,e) = Jn( 2 &mnr/D) cos [n(9 - o)] ,

C n= 1 n=0,

C =2 n 0

J is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n, and En

satisfies the equation Jn (%n) = 0.

As shown by Abdallah (1984), the pressure gradient at the wall is

ap' a 1 ave' av' a 3 v' a avx '

-= -u -( -( - + - ) = - (- -) + -( - )] (8)
ar 3r r a9 ax ae ar r ax ar

*! At high Reynolds numbers, the dipole term is small as compared with the

Reynolds shear stress component of the quadrupole source. An order of

magnitude analysis shows that the ratio of the volume integral to the

surface iategral in equation (6) is (uL/u) /2 , where L is the length

scale (i.e. radius of the pipe), u is the turbulent velocity scale, and

. is the kinematic viscosity. Experimental work by Olsen, Miles, and

Dorsch (1972) has shown that the surface dipole term is indeed small.

By neglecting the surface dipole term, equation (6) can be written

as

p'(r,9,x) =.G(r.xr°e°x°) H  dV , (9)

a ijII. 20



where

Hi -p(u u ' - u.'u.' + 2Uiu').I j-1 Jui

Using the identity

a aH a aG aH a2G
- G H-i G H
ax~ ax ax ijax ax ax ax ax.
x. xj x ij I xi  xixj 1~ ~J

2

to eliminate G(2 /ax.iax )H. and then applying the divergence theorem'-.' 1 ji 'i

A'n ds = 7'A dV

s

:.:? equation (6) becomes

p'(r,e,x) = - dV + G n a H dS - nj - dS .-d +IG i HiJj xi

"IV ax ax(i ax I ax0
(10)

Because the velocity vanishes at the surface, the wall pressure

fluctuation then becomes

a 2G

p.(D/2,,x) dV . (11)

3V x ax1

According to equation (11), the wall pressure fluctuation can be

evaluated by multiplying the source magnitude Hi at each point of the

flow field by the corresponding local weighting function a G/ax ax and

0> integrating over the whole source volume.

Consider the case of an axisymmetric jet whose principal mean

velocity is the axial component, i.e., Ui = ( I U 0,0)

S and a/ax << /ar. T,,.! continuity equation can be written as

. 21
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.i. 
a aU~

r rUr - =0,
r ar ax

which gives U r/Ux of the order i/L where I and L are the length scales

in the r and x direction, respectively. Assuming an axially symmetric

* source distribution (i.e., a/ae = 0) and n - 0, equation (11) becomes

'. 

' 

u'U - d V , ( 1 2 )

p'(D/2,x) =l j I Ul U - Ul'U j  + 2u i'Uji &l) -lV(12

Jv( a2 axj

where the Green's function is

1 1 J(2&mro/D)

G(D/2,x/r X exp(-2E=Ix-X° I/D)
0. rn0 nD Jo%

Differentiating Green's function with respect to x0 and ro, the local

weighting function axa becomes

'a G 4 & Jl( %ro/R)
ep ro -Jon(i 0 • (13)8x 0 r0W m-1 10

3. Vibratory Response and Pressure Field

An approach is presented in this section to evaluate the vibratory

response and -pressure field of a fluid-filled shell excited by a

harmonic, axisymmetric axially varying blocked pressure. The vibratory

response is presented first, then followed by the pressure due to the

wall vibration.

a. Forced Vibration in Shell

Consider a thin circular shell of infinite length, which Is filled

with a dense fluid (i.e., water). The vibratory motion of the shell can

* 22
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be described by the Donnell-Mushtari shell equations as presented by

Stepanishen (1982) as

Lij V m]sm t2 ] p ]+ , (14)

Pr Pa

where U, V, and W are the axial, circumferential, and radial components

of the displacement vector in the x, e, and r directions. The L ij's are

differential operators, m5  is the mass density per unit area of the

shell, and p, p., and Pr are the mechanical excitations per unit area?x

which act on the shell in the x, 0, and r directions. The additional

pressure p a is the acoustic pressure which acts on the shell as a result

of the excitation of the fluid via the vibration of the shell. Figure

3-3 depicts the cylindrical co-ordinate system used in this problem.

To analyze the response of a cylindrical shell to a generalized

excitation pressure, it is convenient to express the shell displacements

and excitation pressure as Fourier transforms,

1 A
U Z U cos(ne) exp[jknsX - jwt + jn/2] dkns (15a)/T- s n Uns sn

V E Z V sin(nO) ex~kx jat] dkn (15b)

_r n ns epknsXn

± r A

V - - r r V cos(ne) exp[jknsx - jwt] dkns (15c)

',n n ns sn
1 A

Pr _ nr Prcos(nO) exp[jknsx - jt] dkns (15d)
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Substituting equations (15-a) through (15-d) into the original equations

of motion (equation(14))of the fluid-filled shell gives the spectral

equations of motion for P ) 0:

L 11 L12 L13 U ns 0

L 21 L2 2  L2 3  V ns 0 (16)A A 2

L31 L32  L33  Vns Pr /pshw

The elements of the differential operator Lij are given by

2 ka 2  1 2
'""(k nsa)2

12 " (1+v)n(k(nsna)

- L v(k a)
.L L,

' £ L21 1 L2'

L12 + ( 2 n 2 (17)
2 n
L 23 n

L L31 L 13

L 532 L L23,

132133 + 1 + [(k a)2 + n2J2  FL, and

FL = Q2(pf/ps)(a/h)(ksra)lfJn(ksra)/Jn'(ksra) •

In these expressions, Q is the non-dimensional frequency Q W a/c1 ; c 1

is the extensional phase speed of the shell material; kns is the

0structural vavenumber; a is the mean radius of the shell; v is the
Poisson's ratio; 0 is the thickness parameter given by - = h2 /12a2; n

is the circumferential order of the shell; and the fluid loading term FL

is associated with the acoustic pressure which is due to the presence of

fluid acting on the shell wall. In the FL term given by Fuller (1983),

of is the fluid density, ps is the density of the shell material, and h
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is the shell thickness. The non-dimensional radial wavenumber ksr can
S

be written in terms of the shell non-dimensional frequency and axial

wavenumber as

k ra = [Q2 (cl/Cf)2 - (knsa) 211/2 . (18)

The solution of the forced vibration problem can be obtained via

the Fourier transform technique. From the spectral equations of motion

(equation 16), the spectral radial displacement, as a function of knsa,

is

A A 12 L11L22-L12L21

ns pr 2(9

The radial displacement is obtained by performing the inverse transform

on equation (19). It should be noted that for the axisymmetric case,

(i.e., n . 0) the differential operators L12, L21, L23, and L32 in

equation (16) vanishes. Thus, in the axisymmetric case, the radial

displacement become

11x i g2 A LI (L222
Vsh I ___dt ~

(x) -- - Pr exp(jk sx)dk . (20)
V. v47K pshcc2 fm det ILI

The integral in equation (20) can be solved using the residue theorem.

Consequently, -the radial velocity and acceleration can be obtained by

multiplying equation (20) by -Jc and (J )2 respectively.

b. Pipe Wall Pressure Fluctuations

As discussed previously, the pipe wall pressure is the sum of the

blocked surface pressure and pressure contribution from the pipe wall

vibration. Evaluation of the blocked surface pressure was presented in
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section 2 of this chapter. Here, the pressure due to the wall vibration

is developed.

Consider an infinite-length shell with radius a, filled with dense

fluid (i.e., water). The shell is set in motion by axisymmetrically

distributed sources on the inside of the pipe. The pressure due to the

vibratory motion of the pipe wall is governed by the Helmholtz equation:

[V2 + k2 1 p(r,x) - 0 . (21)

Introducing the Fourier transform pair

* p(r,k x) = x) exp (-Jk x x) dx

and

p(r,x) - - p(r,kx ) exp (jkx x) dkx

the Fourier transform of equation (21) is

SVr + (k2 - k ]) A (r,kx) = 0 , (22)

,2

where V is the operator in cylindrical coordinates defined as

V. r , d
rr dr

2 2 2'and k r k2 - k where kr, k, and k are the radial, acoustic, and

axial vavenumbers, respectively. The solution of equation (22) can be

written as
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p = A J (k rr) , (23)

where J is the Bessel function of order zero and A is to be

determined. Applying the boundary condition at the wall, r = a,

dA (
-p -jkpfcf W, (24)
dr r=

the constant A can be expressed as

Jkpfcf (A° 0 , (25)
U

SkrJ o (kra)

A aF 0 LIL22
where W = 2 2 hI (-jo)Sc 1 2nph det iLl

Equation (23) now becomes

2,iA -Jkofcf
p(a,kx) = I Jo(kra)) V(a,kx) (26)

krJ' (kra)

By taking the inverse transform, the pressure is

PfCfF 0  ka J (k ra) L1IL22
<.4 p(ax) I - _2-12__ ]exp(jk x)dk a

4nc 1 p khra Jo'(kra) detILI 27)
s -. (27)

The form of the complex integral, equation (27), is very similar to

equation (20). Again, using the residue theorem, the pressure due to

shell wall vibration at x = 0 can be written as
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F x = -J ° f a s-' J°(k a)[L 1 1L221

p(ax) J 2 h2  (k a)J)(ad exp(Jk Xx)
2s h (1ra0 (kra) detsLr o

(28)

where the terms in the sum are evaluated at the poles of the integrand

and ' represents differentiation with respect to the argument. Lastly,

the pipe wall pressure is evaluated by summing the blocked surface

pressure, equation (12) and the pressure due to the shell wall

vibration, equation (28).

0 4. Wall Pressure Fluctuations and Forced Vibration

in Shell Excited by Random Sources

In this section, the expressions for the wall pressure and shell

vibratory response are developed from the statistical point of view.

The starting equations are based on the deterministic approach as

presented in the last two sections.

It is well known that turbulent jet flow is a random process in

space and time. Therefore wall pressure and flow-excited vibration

fields associated with the confined jets are also random functions of

space and time. To quantify the wall pressure and pipe wall vibratory

response, the statistical or averaging method must be used.

First, consider the blocked surface pressure that is due to the

near-field hydrodynamic component of the axisymmetric turbulent jet

flow. The equation relating the blocked surface pressure to the

fluctuations in momentum is presented in equation (12), i.e.,
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Pb(x,a) - S(Xo,r0) (x,alx ,r ) dV.1 ax ar 0
• V

where s(x0,r0 ) is the source at point (x0,r0 ) and is given by

S(x0 ,r0 ) = p (ui'u.' - ui ' + 2u.'U i Sl )

The complex conjugate of blocked pressure Pb(xa) at point x' is

a 2 S*(x G

Pb (x',a) = x'r° ) (x ,axo',roP) dV' (29)
Va 0 0

By multiplying equation (12) with equation (29) and ensemble averaging

the product, the following expression for the cross spectral density of

the pressure is obtained:

<P(Xa)p (,)> S(,ro )S(x o ,r 1P (x,alx ,ro )<b'x b x~a> 0 0, 0 ~ 0 xr 0 0

i a2G,

(x',alx o ,ro') dV dv' . (30)
a x0 ' ar '

0 0

The mean squared blocked pressure at a point x is simply obtained by

letting x' - x in equation (30).

In order- to determine the velocity of the wall as a function of

axial position, the transfer mobility Y(x-x0), which is defined as the

ratio of pipe wall radial velocity at x' to a ring excitation force

applied at point x0  is now introduced. It then follows from the

[0 preceeding definition and equation (20) that Y(x-xo) can be expressed

as:
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Y(x-x 0 ) = - 1 dL-  exp(-jks (X-X0 ) dk5  , (31)2 2Kw S h J adetILI

which can be simply evaluated using the residue theorem. Finally, after

a straight forward application of superposition, it follows that the

wall velocity can be expressed as

W(x) - Y(x-xo) Pb(xo,a) dx°  (32)

x
0aX o

An expression for the mean squared velocity of the wall as a

function of position can now be obtained. Following a similar

procedure of the blocked pressure, the cross spectral density of the

velocity can be expressed as

<W(x)W (x')> = Y(x-xo)Y*(x'-x ')<Pb (aXo)Pb*(aXo')>dxodXo'

'r~ 0o'X (33)

The mean squared velocity of the wall as a function of x is simply

obtained from equation (33) by letting x' - x. It is noted that the

cross spectral density of the blocked pressure, as specified in equation

(30) is contained in equation (33).

5. Special Case

The evaluation of the fluid-coupled shell vibration problem with a

specific blocked pressure distribution is presented in this section.

Results are presented for both deterministic and random blocked surface

pressure. A relatively simple form of an amplitude modulated convecting

wave field is used as the blocked surface pressure for the deterministic

analysis.

30
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The blocked surface pressure for the random case is intended to

represent the physics of the confined jet flow. More specifically, the

cross spectral density of the pressure is assumed to result from

hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations which are uncorrelated in the radial

direction, but are correlated in the x direction near the jet exit. The

* - uncorrelated pressure fluctuations in the radial direction reflect the

random motion of the turbulent jet, whereas the correlated pressure

fluctuations in the x direction reflect the motion of the large-scale

coherent structures near the jet exit. This assumption will be further

discussed in chapter V - Experimental Results and Discussion.

a. Deterministic Approach

The pressure field of a confined jet is represented here as an

amplitude modulated convection term, which simulates the moving acoustic

sources of the jet. Each source or turbulent eddy Is a function of

axial location x and convection velocity Vc. The large eddies and

- turbulent fluctuations are moving downstream at a convection velocity

that is about 0.6 of the jet exit velocity. Accordingly, the convecting

blocked pressure can be described by

Pb(a,x) = Po(x) exp(-Jkcx) 
(34)

N- where P (x) is assumed to be a triangular pressure distribution as shown
0

in figure 3-4; and kc is the convecting wavenumber given by kc = W/Vc

The Fourier transform of the triangular blocked pressure can be

0 expressed as

A 2P sin(k uL/2)

P= - exp(-jkuL)[ exp(jkuL/2) - ] , (35)
jku kuL/2

where L is the half width of the triangular pressure excitation; ku is
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the wavenumber including the convection effect, and is defined as k0
Vc + k ns Equation (35) represents a convecting wave field of the

turbulent jets and its derivation is shown in appendix A.

After substituting equation (35) into equation (20), and evaluating

the integral using the residue theorem, the resultant radial

acceleration becomes

%2

.PoL 2 LIIL22 exp(-jkuL)i=-j o ~ '12W = -J -2exp(jk sx)
,c, s h detIL4' xjjk u

~sin(kuL/2)

.[exp(jkuL/2) U - 1 1 (36)
S kuL/2

u

where the terms in the sum are evaluated at the poles of the integrand

and ' represents differentiation with respect to the argument.

b. Statistical Approach

The expression for evaluating the cross spectral density of the

blocked pressure is presented in equation (30). In this special case,

it was assumed that the pressure fluctuations are uncorrelated in the

radial direction, and the local weighting function a2G/8x1 ax can be

approximated by a Dirac delta function in the x direction. These
assumptions are discussed in more detail in chapters 5 and 6 . With

these assumptions, equation (30) could be simplified and the mean

squared blocked pressure can be expressed as

2 F 2  a__2_G 2

<Pb(x,a) = <s(ro)2> [3 (x,alXo0ro 0 V (37)

In the pipe wall response calculations, it was assumed that the

blocked pressure has a triangular distribution, and the pressure
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fluctuations are correlated in the x direction. Again, these

assumptions are discussed in chapters V and VI. With these assumptions

equation (33) could be reduced to

<W(x)W (X)> Y(x-x)y*(x-x ')A(x )A( ')

x 'x
0 0

expl-(J/Vc (x0-xo)ldxodx o
' , (38)

where A(x) is the triangular pressure distribution given in figure 3-4.
i

2Experimental flow field data will be used for the calculation of

blocked surface pressure. Since results from the experimental

investigation can shed some light on the nature of the acoustic sources

of the turbulent jets and its blocked surface pressure distribution,

presentation and discussion of the numerical results of the pipe wall

acceleration is continued in chapter 6 after the presentation of the

experimental data.

This chapter has introduced the near-field jet noise and blocked

surface pressure, fluid-coupled shell vibration, and pipe wall pressure

fluctuations from both deterministic and statistical point of views. A

special case of the triangular pressure distribution has been presented

and discussed. Since the excitation source of the jet is based on

experimental data (i.e., turbulent jet flow field), it is more effective

to present and discuss the numerical results after the presentation and

discussion of the experimental data and results in chapter 5.

Accordingly, the numerical results of the noise model of the confined

jet are presented in chapter 6.
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a. CHAPTER 4

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were conducted to quantify the flow characteristics

and noise generating mechanisms of the confined jets. Turbulent jet

flow field data were measured for calculating the wall pressure and

acceleration from an analytical model of the test configuration. In

addition, wall pressure and pipe wall acceleration measurements were

.A taken for comparison with the numerical results from the analytical

model.

The experimental study consisted of two phases: Phase I involved

study of the noise characteristics of various confined jet flows, and

phase II investigated the flow and acoustic characteristics of circular

confined jets with various area ratios. Phase I was conducted at the

Naval Underwater Systems Center Acoustic Water Tunnel in New London,

Connecticut. Phase II was conducted at the Naval Underwater Systems

Center Flow Loop Facility in Newport, Rhode Island.

1. Experimental Data Requirements

Instantaneous velocity measurements were made at the jet developing

region. The velocity components consist of the axial velocity u and the

radial velocity v. From the instantaneous velocities, mean and

fluctuating quantities were calculated. From the flow field

measurements, the flow characteristics of the various confined jets were

quantified. Simultaneously, pipe wall pressure and acceleration were

measured for further data correlations. Acoustic characteristics of the

confined jets were investigated and quantified. Other parameters, such

as convection velocity and jet source strength distribution, were also

determined.
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2. NUSC Acoustic Water Tunnel

Phase I of the experimental study was conducted at the Naval

VUnderwater Systems Center (NUSC) Acoustic Water Tunnel. As shown in

figure 4-1 , the acoustic water tunnel is a closed-loop system having
,9

a 8.9-cm (3.5-In.) ID circular and 10.2-cm / 30.5-cm (4-in. / 12-in.)

rectangular test sections. The experiments were conducted in the

circular Butyrate (elastic) test section, in which the pipe wall

thickness is about 12.7 mm (0.5 in.). Water was pumped through this

section at controlled centerline velocities ranging from approximately

4.6 to 15.2 m/sec (15 to 50 ft/sec). Noise reduction techniques have

been incorporated in the design of the tunnel to prevent pump and piping

noise from entering the test section through either structural or fluid

paths. Some of the quieting features include the use of Neoprene

screens, Butyrate plastic pipe, and nylon-reinforced fire hose to reduce

the background noise. A detailed description of the acoustic water

tunnel is given by Carey et al. (1967).

a. Test Program

Tests were run on the various flow configurations, including pipe

flow and flow restrictors vith the following pressure differentials

across the restrictors: 2.76, 6.21, 9.65, 15.2, and 22.8 x 105 pascals

(4,9,14,22, and 33 psi), and temperature at 21 0C (70 *F). These
0

pressure differentials correspond to velocities ranging from 4.6 to 12.8

, /sec (15 to 42 ft/sec) through the orifice of the flow restrictors.

1W. The test conditions are summarized in table 4-1.

0
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Table 4-1. Test Conditions - Phase I

Flow Velocities ( ft/sec )

Configuration 15 22 28 35 42 50

No Flow X X X X X -

(pump on, valved closed)

Circular Jet X X X X X -

Square Jet X X X X X -

2:1 Rectangular Jet X X X X X -

3:1 Rectangular Jet X X X X X -

Multiple Circular Jet X X X X X -

Coannular Jet X X X X X -

Slotted Jets X X X X X -

Pipe Flow X - X X X K

Impact testing was conducted on the Butyrate test section to

determine the structural response of the test section. An impulse force

was applied at various locations and the vibratory responses were

measured at several points on the pipe wall ( see figure 4-2 ).

b. Test Configurations

The flow configurations tested during phase I of the experimental

study include: pipe flow, and flow restrictors with circular, coannular,

and rectangular cross-sectional areas, as well as multiple circular and
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slotted jets. Photographs and drawings of the flow restrictors tested

are shown in figures 4-3 and 4-4. Note that the area of the various

restrictor orifices was kept constant at about 6.45 sq. cm (1 sq. in.).

Details of the flow restrictors geometry are summarized in table 4-2.

Table 4-2. Geometry of Flow Restrictors - Phase I

Configuration Dia. Length Width No. of Perimeter Hydraulic

(in.) (in.) (in.) Orifices (in.) Dia. (in.)

Circular Jet 1.125 .... 1 3.53 1.125

* Square Jet -- 1.0 1.0 1 4.0 1.0

2:1 Rectangular -- 1.4375 0.6875 1 4.25 0.93

Jet

3:1 Rectangular -- 1.78125 0.5625 1 4.6875 0.855

Jet

Multiple 0.5 5 7.854 0.5

Circular

Coannular Jet DOW2.0 -- 1 11.388 0.35

DI=1,625

Slotted Jets -- 1.0 0.2 5 12.0 0.333

* Pipe Flow 3.5 .... .. 11.0 3.5

Note: Orifice plate thickness is 9.5 mm (3/8 in.).

c. Flow Measurement - Mean Velocity Profile

Velocity profiles were measured at 25.4 cm (10 in.) downstream of

the orifice plate using a Pitot tube. The probe was traversed across

the inside diameter of the test section to obtain the averaged velocity

profile.
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d. Acoustic Instrumentation-Wall Pressure Transducers and

Accelerometers

Wall pressure fluctuation and acceleration measurements were made

using miniature Acoustic Research Corp. Model LD-107 M2 hydrophones

flush-mounted on the inside wall of the pipe and Endevco Model 2220 C

accelerometers mounted on the outside wall. Locations of the

hydrophones and accelerometers are tabulated In table 4-3 and shown in

figure 4-5.

* Table 4-3. Location of Hydrophones and Accelerometers - Phase I

Hydrophones Hi H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8

Location (inches 1.5 2 3 6 8 12 24 -24

from orifice plate)

Accelerometers Al A2 A3 A4

Location (inches 0 -24 1.5 24

from orifice plate)

* Hydrophone and accelerometer data were amplified and

signal-conditioned by Ithaco Model 455 amplifiers and then FM recorded

on a Honeyvell Model 5600 B 14-channel analog tape recorder running 
at a

tape speed of 76.2 cm/sec (30 in./sec). Acoustic data were monitored

online by a Spectral Dynamics Model SD-375 frequency analyzer and

simultaneously recorded on tapes for further data correlations and

* analyses. In addition, temperature and pressures, such as pressure

differential, were recorded by a Honeywell UDC 500 Digital Controller
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and Merlam mercury manometers, respectively. A schematic of the data

acquisition system is shown in figure 4-6, and a list of instrumentation

is given in table B-1 of appendix B.

3. NUSC Flow Loop Facility

Phase II of the experimental study was conducted at the Naval

Underwater Systems Center (NUSC) Flow Loop Facility. This test facility

is a closed-loop system with a 30,000-liter (7925-gallon) constant-head

reservior where the water surface is exposed to the atmosphere. The

test section ( figure 4-7 ) consists of a 5.1-cm (2.0-in.) I.D.

plexiglass pipe with flange to flange dimension of 49.9 cm (19.25 in.)

and pipewall thickness of 6.4 mm (0.25 in.). Water was pumped through

the test section at controlled velocities ranging from 4.6 to 12.2 m/sec

(15 to 40 ft/sec). A 3.1-m (10-ft ) long flexible hose was installed at

the upstream of the test section to reduce the structureborne and

fluidborne noise generated by the 150-horsepower pump. The combination

of a 7.6-cm (3-in.) control valve downstream and a 5.1-cm (2-in.) ball

valve upstream of the test section provided control of flow through the

orifice plate. The valve was located upstream of the flexible hose so

that the unwanted noise produced by the valve could be attenuated by the

flexible hose.

a. Test Program

The tests consisted of acoustic and flow measurements of the

confined jet flows produced by the various orifice plates. The flow

velocities through the orifices ranged from 4.6 to 12.2 m/sec (15 to 40

ft/sec), and temperature was maintained at 27 *C (80 *F). Test

conditions are summarized in table 4-4.
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Table 4-4. Test Matrix of Phase II

Flow Velocities ( ft/sec )

Configuration 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

0.625-in. Orifice X - (X) X (X) X -

0.75-in. Orifice (X) X X - (X) X -

1.00-in. Orifice - X X X X (X) X

1.25-in. Orifice - (X) X - (X) (X) -

1.50-in. Orifice X X X M X

1.25-in. Orifice - X X X X M

(Thin Plate)

1.25-in. Orifice - X X X X (X)

(Bevel Edge)

Pipe Flow X ()

Note: ( ) indicates LDV measurements.

b. Test Configurations

The flow configurations tested during phase II included: pipe flow,

and circular flow restrictors with the pipe-to-orifice jet area ratios

of 10.24, 7.11, 4.00, 2.56, and 1.78. In addition, orifice plates with

various thickness and orifice edge sharpness (i.e., bevel edge) were

tested. Photographs and drawings of the orifice plates are shown in

0 I figures 4-8 and 4-9. Table 4-5 tabulates the flow restrictor

geometries.
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Table 4-5. Geometry of Flow Restrictors - Phase 11

Configuration Dia. Plate Thickness 0.r/R Area Ratio

(in.) (in.)

0.625-in. Orifice 0.625 0.1875 0.3125 10.24

0.75-in. Orifice 0.75 0.1875 0.3750 7.11

1.00-in. Orifice 1.00 0.1875 0.5000 4.00

1.25-in. Orifice 1.25 0.1875 0.6250 2.56

1.50-in. Orifice 1.50 0.1875 0.7500 1.78

*e, 1.25-in. Orifice 1.25 0.1250 0.6250 2.56

(Thin Plate)

1.25-in. Orifice 1.25 0.2500 0.6250 2.56

(Bevel Edge)

Pipe Flow 2.00 - 1.0000 1.00

Note: Orifice plate thickness was 4.8 mm (0.1875 in.).

c. Flow Measurements - LDV

Flow measurements were made on a the TSI System 9100-11,

three-beam, two-component laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV). The LDV

system employed in this study used the dual-beam optics concept. The

dual-beam operating principle is based on the scattering of light from a

small particle traversing the measurement or probe volume. The probe

volume occurs at the intersection of two equal-intensity coherent laser

light beams. The LDV optics were arranged to obtain the minimum-beam
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waist diameter at the probe volume location. The intersection of two

coherent laser light beams at the probe volume caused an interference

fringe pattern to occur with a fringe spacing df . X/(2 sin (#/2)],

hwhere X is the laser light wavelength and # is the angle between the two

laser light beams. Light scattered from the particle traversing the

probe volume was collected and focused onto the photomultiplier. The

frequency of the light intensity fD arriving at the photodetector was

related to one component fD M U /df' where Ui is the velocity component

perpendicular to the optical axis and in the plane of the two laser

light beams. Further descriptions of dual-beam laser Doppler

velocimetry, including the frequency shift used to prevent flow

S: direction ambiguity, are presented in TSI LDV instrumentation manual

(1982), and texts by Drain (1980), and Durst et al. (1981). The LDV

data acquisition and reduction methods used in phase II were similar to

those employed by Lefebvre (1987), and are briefly described in

appendix C.

Axial and radial velocity components were simultaneously measured

at 3 axial locations ( x - 8.4, 14.5, and 26.2 cm or 3.3 , 5.7, and 10.3

in. ) and 12 radial locations ( r - 0.0 to 2.4 cm or 0.0 to 0.95 in. ).

Also, attempts were made to measure the normal pipe wall velocity for a

few selected test conditions. The data sampling frequency was 10 kHz

and the sampling time was 9 seconds. Furthermore, velocity measurements

were taken at x f 36.6 cm (14.4 in.) and 183.9 cm (72.4 in.) for the

1.25-in. thin plate to provide far downstream data for fully developed

jet flow.

d. Acoustic Instrumentation - Wall Pressure Transducers and

Accelerometers

Wall pressure measurements were obtained using flush-mounted
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hydrophones located downstream of the orifice plate. A photograph of

the test section with instrumentation is shown in figure 4-10.

Hydrophone and accelerometer locations are shown in figure 4-11. The

wall pressure measurements were made by Vilcoxon model H506-1

hydrophones. Details of the hydrophone attachment are shown in figure

4-12. During the installation of hydrophones, a 0.8-mm (1/32 in.) thick

elastomer layer was filled over the hydrophone sensing surface to

provide a smooth surface with the pipe wall. The diameter of the

hydrophone is 5.6 mm (0.22 in.). An experiment was conducted to

determine the effective hydrophone sensing area using the technique

developed by Gilchrist and Strawderman (1965). Results showed the ratio

of effective radius to actual radius ranged from 50 to 74 percent.

Calibration curves of the hydrophone from the manufacturer were utilized

for the calculation of wall pressure fluctuations.

Pipe wall acceleration signals were acquired by several

accelerometers located downstream of the orifice plate ( figure 4-11 ).

The structureborne noise signals were measured by Endevco model 2220 C

accelerometers. Calibration of the accelerometers was performed using

the B & K Type 4294 Calibrator. A known signal - 1 g at 160 Hz was

applied at the accelerometers and signals were recorded.

Hydrophone and accelerometer locations as referenced to the orifice

plate are summarized in table 4-6.

b.o
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Table 4-6. Location of Hydrophones and Accelerometers - Phase II

Hydrophones Hi H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8

Location (inches 2.5 2.5 4 6 9 9 12 14

from orifice plate)

Accelerometers Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

Location (inches -10.5 2.5 4 6 9 12

from orifice plate)

I A MASSCOMP MC-5500 data acquisition system was utilized to acquire

and process all data. The system is a 32-bit, Unix-based, embedded

processor minicomputer configured with a high-capacity hard disk (133

Mbytes); a 16-channel, analog input board; and three digital input

boards. This system has the capability of acquiring both analog and

digital data simultaneously. In the phase II experiments, the LDV data

were in digital form, whereas all acoustic and flow instrumentation had

analog output of ±5 volts. Simultaneously, hydrophone and accelerometer

signals were recorded on a Honeywell Model 5600 E 14-channel analog tape

4 recorder running at a tape speed of 76.2 cm/sec (30 in./sec). A list of

instrumentation used in phase II of this experimental study is contained

in table B-2 of appendix B.

4. Data Reduction

Acoustic and velocity data acquired by the MASSCOMP system were

4 processed by the Interactive Laboratory System (ILS) digital signal

processing and analysis software supplied by Signal Technology, Inc.

4 47
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Analog and digital data were preprocessed prior to the data reduction by

the ILS package. Data filtering, signal time histories, frequency

spectra, data averaging, and signal correlations were performed on the

acoustic data and LDV data. The analog (acoustic) data recorded were

played back on a Nicolet Model 660 B dual-channel FFT spectrum analyzer

for additional data correlations and analyses. A schematic of the data

acquisition and reduction system is shown in figure 4-13.

The processed LDV data and acoustic data are presented in chapter

5. In general, the data are presented in the following sequence and

format:

Flow Data:

a. velocity and turbulence intensity versus time

b. velocity and turbulence intensity spectra

versus radial and axial location

c. statistical measure of velocities - skewness and

flatness factor versus radial location

Acoustic Data:

a. signal versus time

b. narrovband and one-third-octave spectra

c. signal correlations - transfer function, coherence function,

transmissibility of acceleratlin and pressure, auto correlation

and cross correlation functions
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Figure 4-9. Geometry of Flow Restrictors- Phase II (Cont'd)
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, results from the experimental program are

presented. The discussion and presentation of the data are arranged in

the following manner:

1. Flow characteristics

2. Acoustic characteristics

3. Vibrational characteristics

• .In each section, results from phase I of the experimental program are

presented first, then followed by results from phase II.

- 1. Flow Characteristics

a. Phase I Study of Various Confined Jet FLows - Velocity Profile

Measurements

To understand the flow characteristics of pipe flow and flow

restrictors, mean velocity profiles were measured at 25.4 cm (10.0 in.)

downstream of the orifice plate. Typical plots of the normalizedC,

velocity versus radius for pipe flow and flow restrictors - circulir,

square, and multiple circular jets are shown in figure 5-1. As shown,

pipe flow and multiple circular jets have a flat velocity profile,

*Q whereas circular ard square jets have a relatively sharp profile.

Results of the mean velocity profiles from the experiment were

compared with the calculations using the K and c model (turbulence

* energy and dissipation equations). Details of the flow calculations

were presented by Ng (1986), and a summary is presented in appendix D.

Typical comparisons of the velocity profiles are shown in figures 5-2

* and 5-3 for pipe flow and the circular jet, respectively. As shown, the

calculated profiles are in good agreement with the measurements. In
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addition, the streamlines were also calculated. These lines show the

recirculation region behind the orifice plate (figure 5-4). The

negative velocities shown in figure 5-3 are due to flow recirculation.

b. Phase II Study of Flow and Acoustic Characteristics

of Circular Confined Jets

(1) Velocity Profile Measurements

To validate the velocity measurements, the LDV data were compared

with the pipe flow data from Laufer (1952). Comparisons of the mean

velocity profiles are shown in figure 5-5. In the present study, the

pipe flow Reynolds number ranges from 2.8 x 10 to 4.7 x 105. As shown,

the LDV data compare reasonably well with Laufer's data. In addition,

0 .flow rates were calculated by integrating the velocity profiles; results

showed the calculated values were within 3 percent of the flowmeter

measurements.

Mean normalized velocity (U/Uj) pzofiles of the confined jets are

shown In figures 5-6 through 5-8 for the three axial locations, i.e., x

= 8.4, 14.5, and 26.2 cm (3.3, 5.7, and 10.3 in.). As shown in figure

5-6, the jet velocity profiles are relatively sharp at x = 8.4 cm. For

the smaller jets, negative velocities that correspond to flow

recirculation can be seen near the wall. Because of data acquisition

problem, no data are plotted for radius ratio (r/R) of 0.6 and greater

for the 1.00-in, diameter jet. Further downstream, i.e., at x - 14.5

and 26.2 cm, the velocity profiles are flatter (see figures 5-7 and

5-8).

It has been mentioned previously that further downstream the jet

flows eventually develop to pipe flow. To confirm this trend, velocity

measurements were taken far downstream from the orifice plate; indeed,

measurements shoved that, at 36 pipe diameters downstream, the velocity[ii 64
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profile approaches the fully developed pipe flow profile. Comparisons

of the far-downstream jet flow profiles with the pipe flow are shown in

figure 5-9.

As was similarly done in phase I, the measured velocity profiles

were compared with the calculations using the K and c model.

Comparisons of the measured and calculated velocity profiles are shown

in figures 5-10 and 5-11 for pipe flow and the 0.625-in. diameter jet

" respectively. As illustrated, the measured data compared well with the

calculation for pipe flow and reasonably well for jet flow.

(2) Turbulence Intensity Profile

Based on the instantaneous velocity measurements, the fluctuating

quantities (such as turbulence intensities and Reynolds stresses) were

calculated. Plots of the intensities u' 2 /V2 v' 2/V 2 , and u'v'/V 2 are

shown in figures 5-12 and 5-13 for the 1.25-in. diameter jet and pipe

flow, respectively. Note that in the jet flow the profile of the axial

velocity fluctuations u'2 are similar to the mean velocity profile. The

r-iial velocity fluctuations v' 2 show a peak value at the shear layer of

the jet. The Reynolds stress u'v' is relatively low as compared with

the turbulence intensities. In pipe flow, the turbulence intensities

increase toward the wall, whereas the Reynolds stress is quite constant

4 and lower than the turbulence intensities.

(3) Skewness and F.-tness Factors

The third and fourth moments, i.e., skewness and flatness factors,

4 were calculated according to the relationship given by Hinze (1975).

Figures 5-14 and 5-15 depict the skewness and flatness factors of the

axial velocity u and radial velocity v components for pipe flow. As

4 shown, the skewness of the v component ranges from 1 to 3, and the

-skewness of the u component ranges from -0.5 to 0.5. It should be noted
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V that the skewness factor is 0 and flatness factor is 3 for a Gaussian

(normal) distribution. This implies that the distribution of the u

component is more Gaussian. Typical skewness and flatness factors for

K the 0.625-in. diameter jet are shown in figures 5-16 and 5-17. Again,

the distribution of the u component is more Gaussian, and the skewness

and flatness factors of the v component are higher than the u component.

(4) Spectral Characteristics of the Velocities

Based on the velocity measurements, the velocity fluctuations,

turbulence intensities, and Reynolds stresses were calculated. Typical

time histories of the various velocity quantities are shown in figure

* 5-18 for the 1.5-in. diameter jet. The velocity quantities include

instantaneous velocities u and v, velocity fluctuations u' and v',

Reynolds stress u'v', and turbulence intensities u'2 and v'2 . The

corresponding distribution function of the axial and radial velocity

components are shown in figures 5-19 and 20. To illustrate the spectral

characteristics, instantaneous frequency spectra of the u and v velocity

components are shown in figures 5-21 and 5-22. In general, the spectral

amplitude of the u component has a relatively rapid decay, whereas the

spectral amplitude of the v component is quite constant.
I.

* During the test, considerable care and effort were spent to

increase the LDV data rate and signal-to-noise ratio; nevertheless, the

data rate was only up to 5 kHz, which is about half the sampling

* frequency. Also, the measurements near the wall suffered from a high

noise problem, such as due to the light reflection from the pipe wall

surface. Thus, in interpreting the LDV data, the high frequency

* information, (i.e., above 2.5 kHz) should not be considered.
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2. Acoustic Characteristics

a. Phase I Study of Various Confined Jet Flows

Frequency analyses and data correlations were performed on the wall

pressure and acceleration signals. Root mean square (rms) spectra, as

well as the transfer function, coherence function, and cross correlation

function, were obtained using a dual-channel spectrum analyzer. Data

averaging (sum averaged of 4 samples) was applied on frequency spectra,

- transfer functions, and coherence functions. Velocity across the

orifice plate was calculated using the measured differential pressure

-according to the following relationship:
a?

I Vj =C d 4(2APgc)/[P(1-0 4

where Cd - 0.6, 6P is the differential pressure, gc Is the gravitational

constant, p is the density of water, and 0 is the orifice radius to pipe

radius ratio, i.e., = d/D.

(1) Broadband Noise Characteristics

a' A typical plot of overall sound pressure levels versus pipe axial

location for the various flow restrictors is shown in figure 5-23. The

overall sound pressure level is the band level from 70 to 2000 Hz, which

was calculated from the wall flush-mounted hydrophone measurements by

I. using the calibration curves and bandwidth correction. According to the

relationship given by Bakewell (1962) on the pressure correction due to

-a finite size of the transducer, the correction factor is about 0.93.

Since the correction factor is close to unity, no correction was applied

on the wall pressure measurements.

As shown in figure 5-23, the plots of the various restrictors are

similar in that the peak noise is located about 15.2 cm (6 in.)

downstream of the orifice plate. This distance is equivalent to about 6
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jet diameters and, according to jet flow theory, corresponds to the end

of the jet potential core. It should be noted that the peak noise

levels are about 15 dB above the upstream levels. This result is quite

similar to the mixing noise of free subsonic jets from Ahuja et al.

(1985). Note that in pipe flow (i.e., without a flow restrictor) the

* noise levels are quite constant (figure 5-24).

(2) Scaling of Noise with Jet Velocity

Plots of overall sound pressure level versus jet exit velocity are

shown in figure 5-25 for the various jet configurations. The noise

levels are based on measurements from hydrophone 1, which was located at

3.8 cm (1.5 in.) downstream of the orifice plate. As shown, the pipe

0 flow data yield a velocity exponent of 4.4 while the average of flow

- restrictors data also yield a velocity exponent of 4.4. This velocity

exponent is in good agreement with the results from Stahl (1985). Values

of the averaged velocity exponents for the other hydrophones are

tabulated in table 5-1 and shown in figure 5-26.

Table 5-1. Values of Velocity Exponents for Flow Restrictors - Phase I

.k Hydrophone Number Hi H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7

N Velocity Exponent 4.4 4.8 5.0 4.6 4.5 4.2 3.7

* These velocity exponents were obtained using the first-order

polynomial least-squares fit of data. The variances of the

- least-squares fit are less than 1.5 dB. As shown in table 5-1 , the

- velocity exponents of the flow restrictors range from 3.7 to 5.0. Note

that the exponent increases in the downstream direct.on; it reaches the

680Yd
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maximum value at hydrophone 3 ( 7.6 cm or 3 in. downstream of the

orifice plate ) and then it decreases. Haddle and Skudrzyk (1969) have

documented that flow noise is due mainly to the dipole-type source;

and, theoretically, dipole source noise is related to the flow Mach

number raised to the sixth power or is equivalent to velocity exponent

of 6. The difference with the theoretical value is probably due to the

flow-induced vibration component or structural response of the piping

* systems.

(3) Spectral Noise Characteristics

The spectral noise characteristics of pipe flow and confined jet

flow are shown in figure 5-27. The narrowband spectra of pipe flow and

circular jet flow (restrictor flow) are plotted and compared with the

background noise, which is mainly due to the pump. As shown, the pipe

flow spectrum is relatively smooth and straight whereas the circular jet

spectrum is not smooth and decays faster than the pipe flow spectrum.

Note that both flow noise spectra are about 40 dB higher than the

2e background noise, which indicates the good quality of noise measurements

in the water tunnel.

Figure 5-28 shows the non-dimensional one-third-octave noise

spectra of the circular jet as measured by hydrophone 1. The adjusted

one-third-octave noise levels were plotted against the Strouhal number.

• 'The noise levels were adjusted for fluid density, jet diameter, and

velocity according to

- adB - 10 Log (dP 2 V 3 )

where d is the jet diameter, p is the density, and V. is the jet

velocity. The Strouhal number is defined as

* St = fd/V-

", where f is the frequency. As shown in figure 5-28, the noise spectra
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collapsed reasonably well.

The non-dimensional noise spectra of the various flow restrictors

are quite similar, except that the coannular and slotted jets show more

high-frequency noise. This high-frequency noise is depicted in figure

5-29 for the coannular jet. For the complicated flow restrictor

configuration, the hydraulic diameter was used as the length scale in

the Strouhal relationship. Calculated values of the hydraulic diameters

of the various flow restrictors were given earlier in table 4-2.

Typical non-dimensional noise spectra for the various flow

restrictors at hydrophone 4 are shown in figure 5-30. As with the

circular jet spectra (figure 5-28), the noise spectra at the other

hydrophones collapsed quite well. The collapsed curve (spectrum) can be

represented by using the third-order polynomial least-squares fit:

Y = 94.678 - 18.651X - 16.183X 2 
- 7.874X3 ,

where Y is the one-third-octave noise level, and X is the logarithm of

the Strouhal number.

(4) Cross Correlation of Signals

Cross correlations of two hydrophone signals, as expressed in terms

of the transfer function, are presented in figures 5-31 and 5-32.

Transfer function is the complex ratio of cross spectrum GAB to input

power spectrum G.AA It defines the phase lag and gain introduced by a

transmission system excited by input A(t) and responding with output

B(t). Typical transfer functions of the hydrophone signals, such as

hydrophone 1 vs hydrophones 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 for pipe flow are shown

in figure 5-31. In each plot, the upper trace is the phase angle

between the correlated signals, whereas the lower trace is the magnitude

of the transfer function. As shown in figure 5-31, the phase angles

between the hydrophone signals are quite random, which indicates that
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the wall pressures at the various locations on the pipe wall are random

or uncorrelated.

Typical transfer functions of the hydrophone signals for the

circular jet are shown in figure 5-32. The circular jet data are quite

representative of the various flow restrictors and, for brevity, only

the circular jet transfer functions and coherence functions are

presented. As compared with those for pipe flow, the transfer functions

of the hydrophone signals for circular jet flow are more deterministic.

The phase angle is relatively small and constant for hydrophones with

small separation (e.g., hydrophone 1 versus hydrophone 2 and hydrophone

1 versus hydrophone 3). As the hydrophone separation increases, the

S phase angle increases with frequency.

Typical transfer functions of the accelerometer signal versus the

various hydrophone signals for the 3:1 rectangular jet are shown in

figure 5-33. Note that the results from the correlation of

accelerometer versus hydrophone signals are similar to the hydrophone

signals. Based on the phase angle information, the convection velocity

of pipe flow was calculated to be about 0.6 of the free-stream velocity.

a'. Coherence functions of the hydrophone signals for pipe flow andA)

circular jet flow are shown in figures 5-34 and 5-35. Coherence

* function is a real spectrum "power squared" ratio indicating the linear

cause/effect relationship between input A(t) and output B(t). The

coherence function y has a value lying between 0 and 1 that provides an

* unambiguous indication of the causal relationship between the input and
"i2. 2

output. If 2 = 1, the two signals are correlated; whereas y =0 , the

two signals are uncorrelated. As shown in figure 5-34, the pipe flow

* coherence functions are relatively low. This result is consistent with

the data shown in figure 5-31 in that the hydrophone signals are
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uncorrelated. The coherence functions for circular jet flow are shown

in figure 5-35, and they are higher than those for pipe flow. In

particular, the coherence function near the jet exit is higher than

those further downstream. This high coherence function has been

attributed to the highly correlated pressure fluctuations due to the

large-scale structures in jet flow. Sarohia and Massier (1978), Long

and Arndt (1984), and Abdallah (1984) have reported that a significant

part of the pressure fluctuations near the exit of the jet was

contributed by the interaction and merging processes of these

large-scale coherent structures.

b. Phase II Study of Flow and Acoustic Characteristics of Circular

0 Confined Jets

Frequency analyses and data correlations were performed on the

* .. velocity, wall pressure and acceleration signals. Root mean square

(rms) spectra, as well as the transfer functions, coherence functions,

and cross correlation functions, were obtained using the (ILS) digital

signal processing and analysis software as described in section 4 of

chapter 4. Data averaging based on sum averaged of 4 samples was

applied on the frequency spectra and coherence functions.

(1) Acoustic Checkout of the Flow Loop Facility

* Prior to the actual data collection phase (phase II) of the

experimental program, an acoustic checkout of the Flow Loop Facility was

conducted. Pipe wall acceleration measurements were taken at the

* various locations of the flow loop. The objective was to assess the

background noise, pump noise, and water flow noise levels. Results of

the noise measurements are shown in figure 5-36. The rms acceleration

* spectra are shown for the following conditions: pump off, pump on with

no flow, and pipe flow at 4.9 m/sec (16 ft,'sec) and 9.8 m/sec (32

ft/sec).
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4! in figure 5-36, the upper trace corresponds to the accelerometer

signal downstream of the flow conditioner, and the lower trace is the

acceleration measurement at the test section. In the pump off

condition, the electronic noise (such as 60 Hz) dominates the noise

spectra. Once the pump starts up, the fundamental blade passage

frequency at 146 Hz and its harmonics can be observed. It should be

pointed out that the pump was designed to operate at a constant pump

speed. As shown, the acceleration levels at the test section are quite

independent of flow velocity.

'V~ From these measurements, it was concluded that the pump noise could

0 •be a potential noise source at the low frequencies ( i.e., below 300

Hz). To minimize this problem, a 10-ft-long flexible hose designed for

structureborne noise isolation was installed upstream of the test

section. Subsequent noise measurements showed that the flexible hose

reduced the pump noise level by as much as 20 dB at the low frequencies.

(2) Signal Versus Time Plots

Typical hydrophone signal versus time plots are depicted in figure

5-37 for the 1.25-in. jet. It can be seen that the amplitude of the

wall pressure signals stays constant in the first few jet diameters,

* then decreases further downstream. A better description of the wall

pressure as a function of axial location is presented in the next

section.

* (3) Broadband versus Axial Location

"- Plots of overall sound pressure level (OASPL) versus axial location

are shown in figures 5-38a through 5-38h. The overall sound pressure

* levels are broadband levels that cover the frequencies from 200 Hz to 5

kHz. As shown In figure 5-38h, the broadband levels are quite constant

-.
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for pipe flow. For the various jets, the broadband levels stay almost

constant for the first few jet diameters, then they decay in the

downstream direction.

As noted earlier, the broadband levels increase toward the end of

the jet potential core, then they decrease in the downstream direction.

Because of the wide separation of hydrophones near the exit of the jets,

the details of the growth region were lost. For comparison and

reference purposes, plots of the broadband levels versus axial iccation

are shown in figure 5-39 for the circular jet from the phase I test

%: program. As shown, the pressure fluctuations increase toward the end of
4,.

the jet potential core, then they decrease with distance.

% (4) Scaling of Noise with Jet Velocity

As in phase I, the overall sound pressure levels of hydrophone 1

V were plotted versus jet velocities. Plots of pressure levels with 10

log V are shown in figures 5-40a and 5-40b for the various jets and for

pipe flow. Values of the velocity exponents are tabulated in table 5-2

and results are presented in figure 5-41.

Table 5-2. Values of Velocity Exponents - Phase II

Jet Configuration

Pipeflow 0.625 0.75 1.00 1.25 Thin 1.25 Bevel 1.50

Exponent 3.4 5.1 3.9 4.3 3.7 3.1 2.8

-J.

The velocity exponent of the 0.625-in. diameter jet is consistent with

the results from phase I (table 5-2). Again, these velocity exponents

are in good agreement with the results of Stahl (1985). The value of

the velocity exponent reported by Stahl is 4. It should be noted that
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in figure 5-41, the value of the velocity exponent decreases withN"

increasing jet diameter.

(5) Spectral Characteristics

NNon-dimensional one-third-octave wall pressure spectra are shown in

figures 5-42a through 5-42f for the various jets. The adjusted or

shifted one-third-octave levels were plotted against the Strouhal number

N according to equations defined earlier. The collapsed noise spectrum

Nobtained from phase I using the third-order polynomial least-squares

fit, is also shown in the figures for comparison. As shown, the

normalized spectra collapse rather well for the range of velocities
N

tested and, most important of all, they agree reasonably well with the

least-squares fit of spectral data from phase I. Note that comparison

with the least-squares fit of data is excellent for the larger jets.

However, the collapsed noise spectra of the 0.625 and 0.75-in. diameter

jets are lower than the least-squares fit of data.

To measure the quality of the normalized jet spectra, the collapsed

jet spectrum (least-squares fit of data from phase I) is plotted and

compared with the results from Bakewell et al. (1962), Schloemer (1974),

and Willmarth and Wooldridge (1962). As shown in figure 5-43, the

least-squares fit of spectral data compares well with the others'

* published data. The difference in the high frequencies is probably due

to the hydrophone correction. As mentioned previously, no correction

was applied on the wall pressure measurements because of the small size

* cf the hydrophone. Also, it should be pointed out that the normalized

pressure spectra referenced from Bakewell et al., Schloemer, and

Willmarth and Wooidridge were based on the measurement of turbulent

* boundary layer (TBL) from external flows. It is quite remarkable that

the wall pressure spectra of the confined jets agree well with the TBL
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S
using hydraulic diameter as the length scale for the jets.

(6) Cavitating Jet Noise Characteristics

Most of the data presented and discussed so far are for

non-cavitating jets. During the test, the smaller jets were

411 intentionally operated in cavitating condition for a few selected runs.

The objective was to quantify the noise characteristics of cavitating

confined jets. Typical wall pressure spectra are shown in figures 5-44a

and 5-44b for the 0.625 and 0.75-in. diameter jets. The noise spectra

of the cavitating jets exhibit a double-peak characteristics The second

peak is probably due to the cavitation noise. Similar results were

previously observed from valves operating under cavitating conditions

* (see results reported by Ng and Sonderegger (1982)).

(7) Coherence of Hydrophone Signals with Flow Field Data

Typical coherence functions of hydrophone data with flow field data

are shown in figures 5 .5 and 5-46 for the 0.625-in. diameter jet flow

and pipe flow, respectively. Figure 5-45a shows the coherence of

hydrophone data at hydrophone 3 with the axial velocity u measured at x

8.2 cm. As presented previously, both the u component and hydrophone

data (figure 5-21 and figure 5-27) show similar spectrJ. characteristics

in which the spectral levels decay quite rapidly. However, their

• coherence function as shown in figure 5-45a is relatively low, ranging

from 0.1 to 0.6. Similar results are shown in figure 5-45b for the v

velocity component (measured at x = 8.2 cm) and acceleration data.

* Again, similar trends are shown in figures 5-46a and 5-46b for pipe

flow. As mentioned previously, the data rate of the LDV system was less

than 5000 samples per second and, certainly, it could affect the

* coherence with the acoustic data.
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(8) Coherence of Hydrophone Signals

Typical coherence functions between hydrophone signals are shown in

figures 5-47 and 5-48 for the 0.625-in. diameter jet and pipe flow,

respectively. Figures 5-47a through 5-47e show the correlation

functions between hydrophones, such as hydrophone 1 versus hydrophone 3,

hydrophone 3 versus hydrophone 5, etc. As illustrated, the coherence

functions are relatively high, in particular for frequencies below 600

Hz. The high coherence functions between the hydrophones imply that the

pressure fluctuations or blocked pressure generated by the confined jet

are highly correlated in the x direction. As discussed before, this

high coherence for jet flow could be attributed to the large-scale

coherent structures. Similarly, coherence functions between the various

hydrophone signals are shown in figures 5-48a through 5-48c for pipe

flow. However, the coherence functions for pipe flow are lower than

those for jet flow, which indicate that the blocked pressure are

uncorrelated for pipe flow. This trend is consistent with the phase I

data shown in figures 5-34 and 5-35.

3. Vibrational Characteristics

a. Phase I Study of Various Confined Jet Flows

.4 To determine the structural characteristics of the test section,

*impact testing was conducted. RMS acceleration spectra of the various

accelerometers with an impulse force at the orifice plate location ( X

%7 0 cm ) are shown in figure 5-49. The spectral plots show that the pipe

* response was quite symmetric, in that the acceleration levels at 61 cm

(24 in.) upstream are very similar to those at 61 cm (24 in.)

downstream. Note that the structural response is dependent on the axial

* location. The corresponding transfer functions and coherence functions

are shown in figures 5-50 and 5-51.
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To simulate the peak noise location, the impulse force was applied

at 15.2 cm (6 in.) downstream of the orifice plate. RMS spectra,

transfer functions and coherence functions of the various accelerometer

signals were obtained. Again, similar results were observed in that the

accelerometer signals were highly correlated.

b. Phase II Study of Flow and Acoustic Characteristics of Circular

Confined jets

(1) Pipe Wall Acceleration - Spectral Characteristics

A typical pipe wall acceleration spectrum is shown in figure 5-52

for the 0.625-in. diameter jet. Relative to the wall pressure spectra,

the acceleration spectra contain more high-frequency component. The0
lower frequency peak at around 300 Hz is related to the first harmonic

of the blade passage frequency of the pump. Though a flexible hose was

4installed upstream of the test section, blade passage frequencies of the

pump have been observed for the lower jet flow condition.

V(2) Coherence of Accelerometers Signals

Coherence functions of the accelerometer signals are shown in

figures 5-53 and 5-54 for jet flow and pipe flow, respectively. Figures
'm

5-53a and 5-53b show the coherence functions of the accelerometer

5' signals for the 0.625-in. diameter jet. As illustrated, the coherence

functions between the accelerometers are high. Again, the high

-' coherence functions are due to the highly correlated pressure

fluctuations that are contributed by the large-scale structures. The

coherence between the accelerometer signals as shown in figure 5-54 is

relatively low for pipe flow. This result is consistent with the

hydrophone data presented previously.
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* (3) Coherence of Accelerometer Signals with Hydrophone Signals

Typical coherence functions of the hydrophone signal with

accelerometer signal are depicted in figures 5-55 and 5-56 for the

0.625-in. diameter jet flow and pipe flow, respectively. Again, the

results are consistent with the correlations with hydrophones and

accelerometers as presented, In summary, jet flow has higher coherence

than pipe flow in terms of correlations between hydrophone data and

accelerometer data.

4. Effects of Area Ratio, Plate Thickness, and Sharpness

The effect of jet area ratio on the flow field is significant.

Results of area ratio on flow velocity can be seen in figures 5-6

* through 5-8. Near the jet exit, such as in the jet developing region,

the jet flow is highly dependent on the area ratio. For example, a

larger recirculation region can been seen near the pipe wall for the

smaller Jets; and the velocity profiie of the larger Jets is flatter.

The effects of plate thickness and edge sharpness on the flow profiles

are minimal. Comparison of normalized velocity (U/Uj) profiles for the

1.25-in. plate with and without a bevel edge is shown in figure 5-57.

Figure 5-58 shows the normalized velocity profiles of the 1.25-in. plate

with a bevel edge versus the 1.25-in. thin plate. As illustrated, their

* velocity profiles are almost identical.

As with the flow field, the effect of jet area ratio on noise is

substantial. The effect of area ratio on noise can be seen in figures

0 5-38a through 5-38g, in which the area ratio has a definte effect on the

wall pressure distribution. Also, as shown in figure 5-41, the velocity

exponent decreases with increasing jet diameter. Furthermore, similar

* results can be seen in figure 5-59, which is a plot of broadband

acceleration levels versus jet velocity for the various confined jets.
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Consistent with the flow field, the effects of plate thickness and edge

% sharpness on noise are insignificant.

As discussed and presented previously, correlations of the wall

pressure and pipe wall acceleration data indicated that jet flows have

higher coherence functions than the pipe flow. From a data correlation

point of view, jet flows are more deterministic than pipe flow. The

highly correlated behavior of the wall pressure and pipe wall

acceleration are probably due to the large-scale coherent structures of

Jet flows. Recently, several experimenters (i.e., Hussain (1980),

Abdallah (1984), Ahuja et al. (1985), and Bennett et al. (1987)) have

reported the occurrence of coherent structures in free jet flows as

* well as cofined jet flows; and, to some extent, they have related the

coherent structures to noise production.

5. Measurement Accuracy Summary

Based on measurement accuracies of the instrumentation and

error analysis, measurement uncertainties in flow parameters ( i.e.,

velocity, temperature, and flow rate ) and acoustic data were assessed.

Table 5-3 is a summary of the measurement accuracy of this experimental

study. All accuracies or uncertainties are based on a 95-percent

* confidence level.
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Table 5-3. Summary of Measurement Accuracy

Measurement Accuracy/Uncertainty

Phase I:

Jet velocity ± 3.5 percent

Temperature ± 0.1 0C
., Wall pressure ± 1.5 dB

Acceleration ± 2.0 dB

Phase II:

Flow rate or average velocity ± 1.0 percent

Temperature ± O.05aC

LDV axial velocity ± 1.0 percent

LDV radial velocity ± 3.0 percent

Wall pressure ± 1.5 dB
'. Acceleration ± 1.5 dB

N

,4

J

,'I
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CHAPTER 6

ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

The theoretical development of the blocked surface pressure, pipe

wall acceleration, and pressure contribution due to shell vibration was

presented in chapter 3. In this chapter, results from the numerical

calculations are presented and discussed. Calculations of the blocked

surface pressure are presented first, followed by the pipe wall

acceleration and pressure contribution from the wall vibration. Lastly,

the numerical results of the wall pressure and acceleration are compared

with the experimental data.

1. Fluid-Filled Shell Vibration

Consider the problem of fluid-filled shell vibration. For a free

vibration solution to exist, the determinant of the elements of the

differentiation operator, equation (16), must be equal to zero.

Expansion of the determinant yields the characteristic equation. The

characteristic equation of the coupled system is nonlinear due to the

presence of the desired eigen roots in the argument of the Bessel

functions in the fluid loading term. The roots of the characteristic

equation were found by using a complex root searching technique as

introduced by Fuller (1982). For the cases of purely real or imaginary

% values, a simple stepping procedure was used to locate a change of sign

in the characteristic equation. The roots of the characteristic

equation correspond to the structural wavenumber and are denoted as

0 k:i' ' ns"

In the present study, efforts were focused on the calculations of

the wall pressure and pipe wall response due to an axisymmetic turbulent

* jet inside the pipe. Before the analysis of the forced response of the
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fluid-filled shell, it is necessary to consider the free vibration

problem. Furthermore, the roots of the characteristic equation

correspond to the poles of the complex integral that appears in the

inverse Fourier transform. In evaluating the complex integral, the

method of residues was used. This method involves the summation of

residues at the poles. The roots of the characteristic equation for the

various branches s were plotted against the normalized frequency.

Figure 6-1 shows the dispersion curves for the axisymmetric mode (n

0 0) of a 5.1-cm (2-in.) diameter, 6.4-rm (0.25-in.) thick plexiglass

shell. The frequency range of interest is from 100 to 2500 Hz. It

should be noted that this frequency range is much below the ring,

cut-off and critical frequencies. As shown in the figure, most of the

dispersion curves are independent of frequency, except the first two

branches ( s = 1 and s = 2 ). The material properties used in the

calculations are representative of the plexiglass test section used

during phase II of the test program. Material properties are summarized

in table 6-1.

Table 6-1. Material Properties for Numerical Calculations

S.,

Material Young's Modulus Poisson's Ratio Density Wave Speed
23

(N/m (kg/m3) (m/sec)

Plexiglass 4.137X109  0.355 1388 1846

Water - - 1000 1500

0

2. Near-Field Jet Noise and Blocked Surface Pressure

The equation relating the near-field jet pressure fluctuations to

the velocity fluctuations was presented in equation (12). In the rigid
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wall case, the near-field pressure fluctuations are equivalent to the

blocked surface pressure. As shown in equation (12), the blocked

surface pressure is obtained by integrating the product of the source

term and local weighting function in the source region. The

source term consists of the velocity fluctuations ui'u , time-averaged
j

of ui'uj', and the interaction of mean velocity and fluctuating velocity

J. ' 2ui'Uj. The magnitude of the source term was determined experimentally,

i.e., from the LDV data; and the weighting function as shown in equation

(13) was derived analytically.

In general, the 2ui'Uj is the dominant component in the source

term. As discussed previously, near the jet exit the axial mean

* velocity U is much larger than the radial mean velocity V, and its

velocity fluctuations u' and v'; thus, the major contribution in the

source term is from the 2u'U term. It should be noted that further

downstream, the axial mean velocity U decays, and hence the 2u'U term

may not be dominant. To illustrate the temporal characteristics of the

velocity components, typical plots of u, u', and 2u'U versus time are

shown in figure 6-2.

Theoretically, the source term can be determined from the flow

field data; however, it requires that the measurements of all points be

taken simultaneously. During the test, the LDV measurements were taken

at different points at different times. As shown in figure 6-2, the

time history of the velocity components are relatively independent of

the time interval. Accordingly, the flow field data were assumed to be

0
stationary, and the source term was calculated using LDV measured data.

It was pointed out earlier that, in spite of the forward scattering

mode and particle filtering efforts, the data rates of the LDV

measurement were only up to 5000 samples per second. As compared with

1 48
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other similar LDV systems, these data rates were relatively high. In

overcoming the low data rate problem, various interpolation schemes were

considered to enhance the velocity data. Since the source calculations

were performed in the frequency domain, the interpolations were applied

on a velocity versus time basis. Several interpolation schemes and

various curve fittings were attempted.

Results showed the Lagrangian interpolation polynomial to be the

most appropriate and the third order is sufficient. The third-order

polynomial was based on a four-point interpolation scheme given by

Abramovitz and Stegun (1964). A typical plot of velocity component 2u'U

versus time is shown in figure 6-3. Figure 6-3a depicts the data as

_: measured (no interpolation), and figure 6-3b represents the data with

the third- order interpolation. The corresponding 2u'U velocity spectra

without and with interpolation are shown in figures 6-4a and 6-4b,
respectively. Note that without interpolation the velocity spectrum is

flatter and shows more high-frequency components than the spectrum with

interpolation. The high-frequency components are due to the varying

nature of the discrete data points.

The local weighting function a2 G/axiax, as given by equation (13)

is an oscillatory function. To illustrate the characteristics of the

weighting function as a function of the number of terms m, several.,4'

• .values were calculated and are shown in figures 6-5a through 6-5e. Note

that in figure 6-5, as m increases,the number of peaks and valleys

increases; and also the weighting is substantially large near the wall.

* It should be pointed out that the exponential term in equation (13) has

a strong influence on the weighting function in the axial direction.

Figures 6-6a through 6-6d show the amplitude of the weighting function

* with 32 terms as a function of x/R of 0.0, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.08. As
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shown, the amplitude of the weighting function drops off rapidly with

increasing x/R.

During the testing program, for each axial location x, the velocity

measurements were taken at 11 radial points, i.e., values of r/R range

from 0.0 to 0.925. Because of the oscillatory nature of the weighting

function, spatial averaged values of the weighting function at each LDV

measurement point were used in the blocked pressure calculations. The

averaged values were obtained by integrating the weighting function in

each annular area representing the particular measurement point. Figure

6-7 illustrates the division of the annular areas or bands.

Calculations showed that the averaged weighting function approach was

independent of the number of terms used in equation (13), and the

amplitude of the weighting function was bounded near the wall. The
S.

value of m (number of terms) used in the numerical calculations was 32.

Based on the statistical approach as presented in section 4 of

chapter 3, the cross spectral density of the surface pressure

fluctuations were evaluated according to equation (30). In the

calculations, it was assumed that the velocity fluctuations are

uncorrelated in the radial direction. This assumption can be justified

by the phase information of the 2u'U term. Typical plots of the

* magnitude and phase angle of the 2u'U term for the 0.625-in. jet are

shown in figures 6-8a and 6-8b for two adjacent radial locations, i.e.,

r - 0.0 and 0.25 cm and at x - 8 cm. As shown, the phase angles are

random which imply that the velocity fluctuations are uncorrelated. In

the experimental study of confined jets conducted by Abdallah (1984),

she also observed that the velocity fluctuations are uncorrelated in the

radial direction.

As discussed previously, the blocked pressure was evaluated by
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multiplying the source magnitude Sij at each point of the flow field by

the corresponding local weighting function a2G/3xaxj and integrating

over the whole source volume. Because the local weighting function

decays rapidly with x (see figures 6-6a through 6-6d), a2G/i xi was

be approximated by a Dirac delta function in the x direction. With this

approximation, equation (30) could be simplified and the mean squared

blocked pressure can be expressed as equation (37).
V Results of the mean squared blocked pressure spectra are plotted in

figures 6-9 and 6-10 for the 0.625-in. diameter jet and pipe flow,

respectively. In general, the spectral characteristics of the blocked

surface pressure are very similar to the measured wall pressure. As
"... discussed previously, the total wall pressure is the sum of blocked

surface pressure and pressure contribution from the wall vibration.

Therefore, wall pressure comparison cannot be made until the pressure

contribution from the pipe wall vibration is quantified.

Results of the pressure calculations showed that the blocked

pressure from sources at a specific x ° indeed decays quite rapidly with
-" distance Ix-xo0 1. For example, in figure 6-11, the blocked surface

pressure decays more than 20 dB for relative x of 1.27 cm (0.5 in.).

Plots of blocked pressure versus relative axial location for several

frequencies are shown in figure 6-11. In general, the decay of blocked

* pressure is independent of frequency. These results support the use of

zhe Dirac delta function as noted previously.

o* 3. Fluid-Coupled Shell Vibration with Confined Jet Excitation

As discussed in section 3a of chapter 3, the pipe wall response

was obtained by solving the characteristic or spectral equations of the

* fluid-filled shell vibration problem. The spectral radial displacement
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has been given in equation (20). Consequently, the radial velocity and

acceleration were obtained by differentiating equation (20).

To calculate the pipe wall acceleration, it is required to specify

the blocked -excitation pressure distribution as a function of x. As

discussed previously, the blocked surface pressure decays rapidly and

linearly with x. A special case was presented in section 5 of chapter

3, in which a relatively simple form of an amplitude modulated

convecting wave field was used as the blocked surface pressure. Hence,

the blocked excitation pressure distribution was assumed to be

triangular as shown in figure 6-12. The width of the triangular

distribution 2L, is associated with the pressure correlation length.

The response of the pipe wall due to excitation by a harmonic ring

load was calculated. A plot of the ratio of wall acceleration to peak

pressure P versus location is shown in figure 6-13 for several
0

frequencies. As shown, the wall acceleration decays quite rapidly for x

less than 2.54 cm (1 in.). It should be noted that the decay at high

frequencies are less than the decay at low frequencies.

a. Deterministic Approach

The expression for pipe wall acceleration due to deterministic

amplitude modulated convecting blocked pressure was presented in

equation (36). In the evaluation of the sum of residues in equation

0: (36), the summation was truncated at s - 10. It was found that higher

order branch numbers would not contribute significantly to the residue

sum, and s - 10 was sufficient for the computations.

0 Typical calculated wall acceleration spectra are shown in figures

6-14 and 6-15 for the 0.625-in. diameter jet and pipe flow,

respectively. In the calculations, it was assumed that the pressure

* fluctuations are correlated in both radial and axial directions. For
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Acomparison purpose, the measured wall acceleration spectra are also

plotted in figures 6-14 and 6-15. As shown, the calculated wall

acceleration spectra agree reasonably well with the experimental data.

b. Statislical Approach

Based on the statistical approach as presented in section 4 of

chapter 3, the cross spectral density of the pipe wall velocity was

evaluated according to equation (33). In the calculations, it was

assumed that the pressure fluctuations are correlated in the x

direction. The correlated pressure fluctuations reflect the occurrence

of large-scale coherent structures in the jet developing region. As

shown and discussed in chapter 5, the high coherence functions in wall

pressure data are attributed to the large-scale coherent structures.

The expression for the pipe wall velocity due to an amplitude
modulated convecting wave field was presented in equation (38). As

discussed previously, the blocked pressure was assumed to have a

triangular distribution. In the calculations the half width L, which

% here corresponds to the correlation length :cale, was allowed to vary

with frequency in a manner which is similar to the experimental results

presented by Clinch (1969) for the pipe flow. The correlation length

was assumed to be a function of the jet diameter. Specifically, the
I.-

values of L range from about 3 jet diameters at 2 kHz to about 12 jet

S diameters at 100 Hz.

Typical calculated wall acceleration spectra are shown in figures

6-16 and 6-17 for the 0.625-in. diameter jet and pipe flow,

* respectively. Again for comparison purpose, the measured wall

acceleration spectra are also plotted in figures 6-16 and 6-17. As

shown, the calculated wall acceleration spectra agree well with the

0 experimental data. As compared to the calculation based on the
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deterministic approach (figure 6-14 versus figure 6-16), the statistical

approach has better agreement with the experimental data.

4. ripe Wall Pressure Due to Flexible Wall Vibration

The pressure contribution from the vibration of the shell wall was

addressed in section 3b of chapter 3. The shell wall pressure

calculations were obtained by solving the fluid-filled shell vibration

problem with the blocked surface pressure as the excitation source.

An expression relating the flexible wall pressure to the blocked

pressure was given in equation (28). Note that the expression for wall

4pressure is very similar to that for wall acceleration, except that the

residue term is different; that is, equation (28) versus equation (36).

Again, in the evaluation of the sum of residues, the summation was

truncated at s - 10.

A typical flexible wall pressure spectrum is shown in figure 6-18.

As shown, the flexible wall pressure spectrum is lover than the blocked

surface pressure, particularly at the low frequencies. For the range of

frequencies of interest, the blocked surface pressure is dominant.

5. Comparison with Experimental Data - Jet Flow and Pipe Flow

a. Wall Pressure

* The wall pressure was calculated by summing the blocked surface

pressure and flexible wall pressure. Because the blocked surface

pressure is dominant for the range of frequencies of interest, the

flexible wall pressure has no significant contribution on the wall

pressure calculations. In this section, wall pressure calculations

based on the deterministic approach are presented first, then followed

* by the calculations based on the statistical approach.
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The expressions for the blocked pressure and flexible wall pressure

were presented in equations (12) and (28). In the deterministic case,

it was assumed that the pressure fluctuations are correlated in both the

4' radial and axi-al- directions. Typical wall pressure spectra are shovn in

figures 6-19 and 6-20 for the 0.625-in. and 1.00-in. diameter jets,

respectively. For comparison purpose, the measured wall pressure

spectra are also plotted in figures 6-19 and 6-20. As shown, the

calculated pressure spectra are slightly lower than the measured

spectra.

The expression for the mean squared blocked pressure was presented

in equation (37) for the statistical case. In the statistical case, it

was assumed that the pressure fluctuations are uncorrelated in the

radial direction, and the local weighting function 32G/ X axi can be

approximated by a Dirac delta function in the x direction. Typical

comparisons of the calculated wall pressure with experimental data are

shown in figures 6-21 through 6-26 for the various jets and flow

conditions. As shown, the agreement is reasonably well, except for the

pipe flow case in which the calculated spectrum is higher than the

measured spectrum by about 6 db. In general, the calculated wall

N' pressure spectra are higher than the measured spectra in the high

frequencies. Because of the low data rates associated with the LDV

data, it is expected that the accuracy of the calculated wall pressure

* spectra decreases for frequencies above 2 kHz.

b. Pipe Wall Acceleration

*Additional spectra of pipe wall acceleration are given in figures

6-27 through 6-30. The calculations were based on the analysis from the

statistical point of view. In general, the calculated wall acceleration

*spectra agree reasonably well with the acceleration measurements, with
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exception of the 1.00-in. diameter jet (see figure 6-28). As shown in
figure 6-28, the calculated values are higher than the measurement in

the high-frequency region by as much as 10 dB. In most cases, the model

overpredicts irn the low frequencies, i.e, for frequencies less than 500

Hz. It should be pointed out that the first harmonics of the pump blade

passage frequency can be observed in the low jet velocity cases ( see

figures 6-30 for example ).

In summary, based on the turbulent flow field data, the wall

pressure and wall acceleration spectra can be predicted reasonably well

with the statistical approach. In the present study, calculations

shoved the blocked surface pressure is dominant as compared to the

* pressure due to pipe wall vibration. The blocked surface pressure

decays faster than the wall acceleration with respect to the axial

location. Numerical results have demonstrated that the noise model is

capable of relating the flow field and acoustic field of confined jet

flows under a range of jet velocities and area ratios. Furthermore, the

analytical model can be used to quantify the near-field hydrodynamic

pressure or blocked surface pressure, wall pressure due to pipe wall

vibration, and pipe wall acceleration due to confined jet excitations.

Although the analytical development and noise model focus on the

prediction of the flow-induced noise and vibration of confined jets,
S

during the course of this study, it has been revealed that this

analytical development and noise model can also be applied to pipe

flow.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has addressed the subject of turbulence generated by

confined jet flows in a cylindrical duct. An experimental investigation

was conducted to characterize the noise generating mechanisms of a

confined jet and to determine the noise source strength of confined jets

with various configurations and area ratios. An analytical model was

developed to study the effect of the turbulent jet flow field on the

wall pressure and vibratory motion of the duct wall. Analytical and

experimental results for wall pressure and acceleration were then

0 compared for a wide range of parameters of interest.

Conclusions

The experimental investigation consisted of two phases, namely:

phase I - study of the noise characteristics of various confined Jet

flows, and phase II - study of the flow and acoustic characteristics of

circular confined jets with various area ratios. Conclusions regarding

the experimental investigation can be summarized as follows:

1. The flow field of confined jets can be divided into the

recirculation or developing region and the fully developed region. The

developing region is characterized by reverse flow near the jet exit and

relatively flat velocity further downstream. The fully developed region

is characterized by a fully developed pipe flow velocity profile, which

occurs at about 36 pipe diameters downstream. Results of the mean

velocity profiles from the experiment compared reasonably well with the

calculated velocity profiles using the two-equation ( K and E ) model.

2. Turbulence intensity data showed that the peak radial velocity

J, l 4, A*e . sT



fluctuations occurred at the shear layer region. The distribution

functions of the axial velocities have a nearly Gaussian distribution,

whereas the radial velocity distribution functions are more skewed.

Frequency spectra of the axial velocities agree reasonably well with the

wall pressure spectra, and the radial velocity spectra are in good

agreement with the pipe wall acceleration spectra. The convection

velocity of the noise-producing eddies was determined to be

Kapproximately 0.6 of the jet velocity.

3. Peak wall pressure fluctuations are located at the end of the jet's

potential core, which is about 6 jet diameters downstream of the Jet.

4. Correlations of wall pressure fluctuations with jet velocity shoved

a velocity to the 3.7th to 5.0th power relationship. As the jet

diameter increases, the velocity exponent decreases.

*" 5. A non-dimensional wall pressure spectrum was developed for the

various confined Jets by the Strouhal relationship. For circular jets,

the length scale is the jet diameter; for more complicated Jet

geometries, the length scale is the hydraulic diameter. The collapsed

wall pressure spectrum of the jets agrees well with the pressure

spectrum of a turbulent boundary layer above a rigid plane. The wall

pressure spectra of cavitating jets showed more high-frequency noise

components.

6. Correlations of wall pressure fluctuations and pipe wall

-'. acceleration signals shoved that jet flows generate more deterministic

,. features than pipe flow. The coherence functions of the wall pressure

and pipe wall acceleration signals are relatively high near the exit of

the jet. The high coherence is probably due to the large-scale coherent

structures.

7. Experimental results showed that the area ratio has significant

191
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effects on the flow field and noise, whereas the effects of plate

thickness and sharpness are insignificant.

A noise model was developed to calculate the wall pressure and the

response of the pipe wall due to the turbulent jet flow in the pipe. An

approach has been presented to evaluate the wall pressure fluctuations

and pipe wall acceleration due to the excitation of turbulent jet flows.

Based on flow field measurements, the blocked surface presssure was

calculated using the Lighthill method, and then used to drive the

V fluid-filled shell. The wall pressure and pipe wall acceleration were

determined by solving the coupled fluid solid interaction problem. The

0 wall pressure was obtained by summing the blocked surface pressure and

i" the pressure due to the wall vibration.

Principal results and conclusions to be drawn from the analytical

study are as follows:

1. The source strength for the Lighthill method was calculated from

the experimentally determined turbulence structure of the jet flow. The

source term is controlled by the interaction of the mean axial velocity

and axial velocity fluctuations.

2. The blocked surface pressure was obtained by integrating the

0 product of the source term and the local weighting Green's function in

the source region. Because the weighting function is an oscillatory

function, spatial averaged values of the weighting function at each LDV

S •measurement point were used in the blocked pressure calculations. The

amplitude of the local weighting function increases toward the wall and

decays rapidly in the axial direction. The blocked pressure is

[* controlled by the sources near the wall since the values of the local

weighting function are dominant near the wall region.
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3. A deterministic amplitude modulated convecting wave field was used

initially to simulate the moving acoustic sources of the jet. The

amplitude modulation in the jet flow was represented by a triangular

blocked excitation pressure. This form was representative of available

experimental data.

4. The random nature of the turbulent jet was later incorporated into

a statistical analysis of the jet sources. Specifically, the acoustic

pressure was assumed to result from hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations

which are uncorrelated in the radial direction, but are correlated in

the axial direction near the jet exit. The uncorrelated pressure

4 fluctuations in the radial directior reflect the random motion of the

turbulent jet, whereas the correlated pressure fluctuations in the axial

direction reflect the motion of the large-scale coherent structures near

the jet exit.

5. The width of the triangular pressure distribution for the

statistical calculations was chosen to represent the correlation length

scale of the pressure fluctuations. The correlation length scale is a

function of frequency. Specifically, the values of L range from about 3

jet diameters at 2 klz to about 12 jet diameters at 100 Hz.

6. Numerical results shoved that the blocked pressure is dominant as

compared to the pressure due to the wall motion. The blocked pressure

decays faster than the pipe wall acceleration with respect to the axial

location. In the pipe wall response, the low frequencies decay faster

0 than the high frequencies.

7. Numerical results have demonstrated that the noise model is capable

of relating the flow field and acoustic field of confined jet flows.

Results from the analytical model shoved good agreement with the

measured wall pressure and pipe wall acceleration. Comparisons with the

1 93
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experimental data show that the calculated wall pressure and pipe wall

acceleration based on the statistical analysis has better agreement than

the calculations based on the deterministic analysis.

8. Although the analytical development and noise model focused on the

prediction of flow-induced noise and vibration of confined jets, the

- analytical noise model can also be applied to the pipe flow noise

prediction problem.

Recommendations for Further Study

Results of the experimental investigation have revealed some

salient features of confined jet noise and vibration characteristics and

0 shed some light on the understanding of piping system noise. Moreover,

results of the numerical calculations have demonstrated the validity and

capabilities of the analytical noise model. Nevertheless, it is

apparent that certain extensions can be pursued. Accordingly, several

recommendations are made for future work:

1. An area for future analytical work is the consideration of a finite

length pipe and corresponding boundary conditions that are close in

a,. practical application.

2. A potentially rewarding area is the study of large-scale coherent

* structures in confined jets and their role in jet mixing and noise

production.

3. A natural extension of the present study is the case of confined

jet flows under transient conditions. This area is rather challenging,

but could be very rewarding.

'' 4. Another natural extension of this study is the development and

application of noise control techniques on confined jet noise. An

active noise control concept has been used and demonstrated in the
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V

reduction of airborne noise in air ducting systems. This concept seems

to have potential for reducing the noise associated with confined 
Jets.
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APPENDIX A

FORMULATION OF THE BLOCKED EXCITATION PRESSURE

In this section, derivation of the blocked excitation pressure is

presented. The blocked excitation pressure (equation 35) is used to

calculate the pipe wall response as described in section 5 of chapter

3.

Consider the vibration of a fluid-filled shell that is excited by a

blocked pressure with an arbitrary pressure distribution as shown in

figure A-1. For discussion purpose, the blocked pressure is divided

into two segments at x - x'. The blocked pressure is specified by

Pb(x) - fl(x) for 0 < x x'

Pb(x) - f2(x) for x' < x < 2L

V. The acceleration response of the pipe wall due to blocked excitation
.

pressure Pb(x) can be expressed as

W(x) - V 1(x) + V2(x)

where Wl(x) and W 2 (x) are responses due to fl(x) and f2(x),respectively.

%I, The wall acceleration response Wl(x) can be simply calculated

according to section 3 of chapter 3. To transform the blocked

* i pressure f2(x) for x' < x < 2L to fl(x), the following steps are

- required:

1. Shift the origin by x'

2. Reflect f2(x-x') about x -0

A-1
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3. Shift f2(x'-x) by 2L-x'

Steps I through 3 are shown graphically in figure A-2.

As a special case, consider the blocked pressure distribution as

shown in figure A-3, and in particular for the case x' - L. The

assumption of the triangular pressure distribution is based on the

result from numerical calculations (see figure 6-11). The blocked

pressure f2(x) can be transformed to f1(x) according to the procedure

outlined previously.

It should be noted that fl(x) can be expressed as

hfl(x) - gl(x) + g2(x) + g3(x)

- gl(x) - gl(x-L) - P0 H(x-L),

* where gl(x) - Pox/L; and H(x) is the Heaviside function defined by

H(x) - 1 for x > 0 and H(x) - 0 for x < 0. Representation of fl(x) is

depicted in figure A-4. The Fourier transform of f1 (x) is

A A

F1 1(k) - Gl(kx)[ 1 - exp(-JkxL)I - Po exp(-JkxL)/(Jkx)

(A-i)

A

where Gl(k x) . Pol1 L ( ]kx)2 1 . After substitutions, the triangular
A- blocked excitation pressure can be expressed as

A 2P sin(kuL/2)
o u

"- - exp(-JkuL)[ exp(JkuL/2) 1 ] (A-2)

_ jku kuL/2

where L is the half width of the triangular pressure distribution; ku is

* the vavenumber including the convection effect, and is defined as ku -

W V + k
c ns

A-2
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APPENDIX B

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

Table B-i. List of Instrumentation - Phase I

Parameter Instrumentation - Model and Description

Wall Pressure Acoustic Research Corporation - Model LD-107 M2

Hyd rophones

Sensitivity: -210 dB re lV/ pPa

Acceleration Endevco - Model 2220 C Accelerometer

"- Charge Sensitivity: 2.7 pC/g

Signal Conditioning Ithaco - Model P 14 Power Supply

for Hydrophones Ithaco - Model 455 Amplifiers, 10 Hz low frequency

rolloff

Recording Honeywell - Model 5600 B 14-Channel Recorder

Temperature Honeywell - Model UDC 500 Universal Digital

Controller, reading ± 0.10

Pressure Meriam Mercury Manometers

w,' large pressure differential - 120-in. manometer

*" Reading ± 0.05 in. of Hg

small pressure differential - 40-in. manometer

Reading + 0.01 in. of Hg

* Frequency Analyses Nicolet - Model 660 B Dual-Channel FFT Spectrum

and Correlation Analyzer and Spectral Dynamics - Model SD-375

Dynamic Analyzer

'dp
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Table B-2. List of Instrumentation - Phase II

Parameter Instrumentation - Model and Description

Wall Pressure Wilcoxon Research - Model H506-A Hydrophones

Sensitivity: -210 dB re 1 V/ VPa

Acceleration Endevco - Model 220 C Accelerometers

0e Charge Sensitivity: 2.7 pC/g

Signal Conditioning Ectron - Model 563F Transducer Conditioners

* for Hydrophones

Signal Condition!ng Ithaco - Model 461 and 461M Charge Amplifiers

for Accelerometers

Recording Honeywell - Model 5600 E 14-Channel Recorder

Digital Data Acquisition MASSCOMP 5500 Computer

and Reduction

Velocity (Axial TSI System Model 9100-11 3-beam, 2-Component

and Radial Components) Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV)

Flow Rate Foxboro Model M/2800 Magnetic Flow Meter

Temperature Cole Parmer - Model 8502-45 Fahrenheit

Thermometer

Pressure Kulite - Model XTM-190-100 Pressure Transducers

Frequency Analyses Nicolet - Model 660 B Dual-Channel FFT Spectrum

. and Correlation Analyzer and B & K Model 2034 Frequency

.. Analyzer

B-2



APPENDIX C

LDV DATA ACOUISITION AND REDUCTION

1. Instrumentation and Test Procedure

The TSI System 9100-11 is a three-beam, two-component laser Doppler

velocimete- (LDV). The LDV system employed in this study used the

dual-beam optics concept. It was configured for measurements of the

axial and radial velocity components in the plexiglass test section.

The setup was based on the system presented by Arnold et al. (1985). In

the present study the LDV system was operated in a forward scatter mode,

which resulted in much higher data rates. A detailed description of the

* LDV system is documented by Lefebvre (1987).

The arrangement of the LDV optics and laser are shown in figure

C-I. The major components consisted of a Lexel 2-watt, argon-ion laser,

which emitted a green beam having a wavelength of 514.5 nanometers; beam

/, splitters to separate the beam from the laser into three separate beams

all in the same plane; and two acousto-optic Bragg cells for frequency

shifting the two outer beams. In addition, it had a 10-cm diameter

focusing lens; a 5-cm diameter receiving lens; two photomultipliers; and

two counter-type signal processors. The laser and optics were mounted

* on a traversing mechanism, which had a readability of 0.001 cm.

The two outer beams were frequency shifted by the Bragg cells. The

-- '.top beam was shifted by 60 MHz and the bottom beam was shifted by 40

2 MHz. At the measurement point, the two outer beams and the center beam

combined to form the fringe pattern. The measuring volume for this LDV

system was 0.93 m long in the radial direction by 0.161 mm high. The

%: distance between fringes df is related to the half angle between the two

outer beams */2 and the wavelength of the laser light X. The axial

1C-1
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velocity component u is perpendicular to the fringe pattern, and was

obtained by measuring the frequency of scattered light generated by

particles in the flow as they move past the fringes. The instantaneous

axial velocity u was then calculated by the relationship u - fD * df

where fD is the scattering or Doppler frequency seen by the laser

counter processor minus the shift frequency.

During the measurement, the scattered light was detected in a

forward scatter mode by the photomultiplier located behind the receiving

lens. The signal from the photomultiplier was then filtered to separate

the 100-MHz shifted axial velocity component signal from the 20-Hz

shifted radial velocity component signal. Both signals were then

*Q processed separately by the counter-signal processors.

2. Data Acquisition and Reduction

The counter-signal processors provided a signal on output whenever

valid data had been acquired and latched on to the processors' digital

output buffers. A special electronic interface was used to link the

processors and the MASSCOMP data acquisition system. This interface

accepted the velocity data from each of the two counters and provided

three output latch buffers or ports for three velocities. The first

* output port contained the axial velocity component updated at each

data-ready signal. The remaining two ports were for the values of axial

and radial velocity only vhen the data-ready signal from each processor

was obtained within a time window that was user-selectable on the
N

interface. These last two values are referred to as coincident

velocity, i.e., u and v data measured simultaneously.

The alignment of the center beam was accomplished by using a TSI

model 10925 calibrator. During the calibration, the focal point of the

C-2
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three beams was positioned on the rubber scattering surface of the

calibrator.

For velocity measurements, the traversing mechanism was traversed

across the pipe in the direction of the center beam and always on the

horizontal plane of the test section. Digital data of the axial

velocity and radial velocity components were acquired by the MASSCOMP

data acquisition system. The data were sampled at 10 kHz for 9 seconds.

Simultaneously, analog data from hydrophones and accelerometers were

also acquired. Computer programs were developed to reduce the digital

data and preprocess the data for further data analyses and correlations

using the Interactive Laboratory System (ILS) signal analysis software

* package (Signal Technology, 1986). Based on measurement accuracy of the

LDV system and error analysis, the overall accuracy of the LDV

measurements was estimated to be ±1.0 percent for the axial velocity and

±3.0 percent for the radial velocity.
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APPENDIX D

SUMMARY OF FLOW CALCULATIONS USING THE K AND c MODEL

The flow field of the confined jets and pipe flow was calculated

using a two-dimensional, generalized computer program "Semi-Implicit

Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE)." The procedure used in

the computer program SIMPLE allows the solution of elliptic partial

differential equations of the form:

• -(p#) + DIV (pu+) - DIV (r4GRAD + +S+, (D-1)
at

where the first, second, third, and fourth terms are the unsteady,

convection, diffusion, and source terms, respectively. The variable #

is the flow parameter of interest. In fluid flow problems, * usually

represents the velocities or energy parameter, such as temperature,

kinetic energy and dissipation. Equation (D-1) is solved with the

necessary source term S and flow boundary condition. A detailed

discussion of the method SIMPLE is contained in Patankar (1979).

* In the analysis, the governing equations are conservation of mass

and momentum, and energy equation. For turbulent flows, the averaged

form of the Navier-Stokes equation is used. The averaged form of the

Navier-Stokes equation is similar to the momentum equation, with the

exception that an additional term - Reynolds stress is introduced.

Turbulence Model

In overcoming the closure problem, additional transport equations

! are required to relate the Reynolds stress term. A popular approach to

D-1
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this problem is the two-equation ( K and c ) model. The Reynolds stress

relates to the turbulence energy and dissipation via the turbulent

viscosity Ut" The turbulence energy K is given by

DK a 3K W u i  au( ui- - - - I + Ut [ - +  P C• (D-2)

Dt xi k xi xj x ax

Similarly, the energy dissipation v is expressed by

De a U ac C aui au au P
t i  j i

. p-=-- -- [----] + C1 -+Ut [-+--]-- C2 -- (D-3)

Dt axi ar ax K axj axi axj K
ij

where C1  and C2 are constants which are determined experimentally. A

detailed discussion of the K and c model is provided by Jones and

Launder (1972).

In the problem formulation, it is assumed that the jet and pipe

flows are steady and axisymmetric (i.e., flow parameters depend on r and

x). In addition, the fluid is incompressible (p - constant) and flows

at constant temperature (isothermal flow).

Accordingly, the averaged Navier-Stokes equation can be written as:

In the radial, r direction

ar ax p 3r 3r2 r 8r r2 ax2

a1 r + r r V x - r (D-4)
9r ax r

,"D-2
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In the axial, x direction

avx  av x  1ap a2 vx 1 aVx  a2vx
v - + Vx __ . - - + + [+ - +

r r ax p ax 3r2  r 3r ax2

V + 'x + -V' V' xx(D-5)

r x r

S The continuity equation is

a (D-6)

- (rVr) + - (rVx) = 0 •

ar ax

i,

'.

-D 

-3
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As expressed in equation (D-1), the flow parameter +, diffusivity

constant rV and source term S, can be summarized as follows:

Equation r S

Continuity 1 0 0

a 8Vr  1 a av
r rrNavier- V r Ujt -I UtJ +- - (tU r - I

Stokes ax ax r 3r ar

r:

-U V r/r2

..

a avX 1 a avx"- Vx

Navier- V Ut -I I lt - I + -- [ U t r -

Stokes ax ax r 3r 3r
% X:

Turbulence Energy, K Pt/Ok G -p

Energy Dissipation C Itj/a [C1G - C2 /K

-....

* where:

auI  au auI

G Ut [ +

OX~ axi ax~

C 1 - 1.44, C2 = 1.92, ak = 0.9, and a 1.3.

Additional equations, such as the turbulent viscosity, and the law

of the wall were utilized in the computation and are summarized as

follows:

-'i D-4
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K = 0.005 U2

C = 0.1 K
2

Ut . C pK 2/C , C = 0.09

= 0.5 0.25y pKO5(C ) y/j

U 2.5 in (9y+ )

Detailed description of the computer program - SIMPLE, data

inputs/outputs, and results from the computations are documented by Ng

(1986).
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